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Dear Readers,
Once more the time has come now for
the propably biggest electronic event
worldwide: electronica which will
be held this year from 13th to 16th
November in the Munich fairgrounds.
electronica 2018 will be larger than
the previous event, with more than
180,000 square meters of space spread
across 17 halls in total (four additional halls). Over 3000 companies
from more than 50 countries will be
present their products and services at
the exhibition. 13 forums, and four
conferences, will demonstrate a wide
range of innovations at the exhhibition. As one of the most important interdisciplinary technologies in the 21th century, embedded
systems, the „key technology for a smart world“ will be represented
in almost all areas of the leading trade fair for components, systems
and applications of electronics. You will find them concentrated in
the Embedded exhibition area, the Embedded Forum and at the
electronica Embedded Platforms Conference (eEPC).
Without embedded systems, the Internet of Things, autonomous
vehicles and smart city would all not be possible. They are product-molding components in the strongest sectors of automobile
manufacturing and automation technology as well as machine and
plant construction.
A recent study by HNY Research sees the global market for embedded systems increasing from $86.85 billion in 2017 to $110.28 billion by 2023. In this context, billions of dollars are spent for IoT in
all key industries. For example, analysts have noted that the market
for embedded systems in the automotive sector has experienced an
increase of $ 27.69 billion to $ 38.77 billion in the same period with
an average annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.87 percent. Other growth
guarantors are applications in the healthcare and wearable sectors
and the increasing use of multicore processor technologies.
Due to the importance of embedded systems - can it be a surprise
that the main topic of this special issue of combined magazines
of ECE and B&S is dedicated to this event? You´ll find all relevant
detailed information including product previews about the new concept of electronica 2018 starting at page 22. But as usual we offer
more technical articles – in this issue accompanying the main topics
of the trade fair – Industrial IoT including Industrial Ethernet, as well
as new Networking Standards, Automotive, and Small Form Factor
Boards. Of special interest could be the article starting page 36 which
introduces Artificial Intelligence for use in predictive maintenance.
And of course it´s a must for ICC Media to join electronica 2018.
You´ll find the team in hall B5 booth 127. We are looking foreward
meeting you there and discuss with you the latest trends and developments in the embedded industry.
See you there!
Sincerely

Wolfgang Patelay
Editor
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Cover Story

Internet-connected displays
make the Industrial IoT more visible
By Mark Patrick, Mouser Electronics

This article explains the easy
development of full-colour displays
for Industrial IoT environments.
Prototyping of ideas, as well as
developing production code, is made
simple through clever integration
into the Arduino IDE. And, via the
integrated WiFi transceiver and
software library, Industrial IoT
applications are easily incorporated
into cloud services.
Authorised
Distributor

Internet Connected Displays:
Making the IoT More Visible

As the implementation of the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) starts to take place,
the whole concept is starting to become a little
more tangible. Manufacturing equipment is
becoming network connected and even being
attached to the cloud, with innovative mobile
apps putting equipment status in the palms of
our hands. Despite this, not all manufacturing environments are conducive to carrying
around a portable device, even if ruggedised.
Additionally, not all employees within an
organisation require an expensive resource,
such as a tablet, just to display the status of
the equipment they are working with.

Most new machines will have their
human-machine interface (HMI) integrated
into their housing. However, retrofitting of old
machinery or customisation of new machines
will continue to be a common approach in
the move to more IIoT-enabled equipment
in the coming years. In harsh working environments, where liquids, dust and humidity
require that enclosures have appropriate IP
ratings, the addition of yet another hole for a
display is understandably called into question.
Having balanced the costs and potential for
quality issues against the benefits, the display
often falls off the feature list in favour of solutions with a simpler sealing. Additionally, the
mounting location of a grey control box is not
always optimal for the machine operator.
November 2018

With the introduction of theirStand
wireless
C3-550Internet of Displays product range, 4D Systems
tackles all these issues with a family of colour
displays that are wireless, easy to program,
and simple to integrate. If the information
can be accessed through a wireless network
at the site of operation, it can now be prominently displayed in a location where an operator works, and a power source is available. The
IOD-09 is one such product (figure 1). Available in both through-hole and surface-mount
options, it integrates an 80x160-pixel colour
display, 802.11 b/g/n/e/i WiFi transceiver
with ceramic chip antenna, TCP/IP protocol
stack and 4Mbit (512KB) of flash memory.
The entire device is powered by the Espressif ESP8266 SoC that provides 128KB SRAM,
80KB of which are available for the user application. The entire solution is neatly integrated
into a black metal bezel of 31.8x16.4mm and
weighs just 5g. To round off the feature set, a
microSD card pull/push type socket supports
media of 4GB and above, providing space for
media files and a location for storing data logs.
The IOD-09 is fully programmable and can
be used standalone to interface with webbased services to display text, images, icons or
widgets on its display. It offers 6 general-purpose input/output (GPIO) pins that can also
function as alternate functions including I2C,
SPI and 1-Wire interfaces and a single PWM
6

capable output. A TTL level asynchronous
serial port provides all the expected standard
features with Baud rates from 300 to 921600
supported. In the event that a more demanding product is planned, the device, via these
interfaces, can be easily interfaced with a lowcost 8-bit microcontroller, allowing inputs via
buttons, capacitive touch or joysticks, and the
addition of LED indicators and a sounder for
audible feedback. Perhaps one of the most
impressive elements of the entire package is
the ease with which it can be programmed,
as it slots neatly into the Arduino IDE programming environment after a little initial
configuration. With more and more developers turning to Arduino, the simple setup-andloop approach to application development,
along with the well documented API of the
libraries, makes code a breeze to create.
As the ESP8266 SoC at the heart of the IOD09 solution is not supported within the
default Arduino IDE configuration, there are
a couple of steps to be taken before software
development can begin in earnest. These are
adequately explained in the datasheet. The
process starts by downloading and installing
the standard Arduino IDE as explained in
chapter 11.1 of the datasheet. The collection
of build tools and configuration information
that the Arduino IDE needs to build a sketch
is added to the environment by adding a URL
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nect it to an IIoT environment and required
a small display to show an oil pressure dial
and the number of hours of operation (figure
3). In addition, when a maintenance schedule
point is reached, the display should show that
the maintenance engineer has been scheduled
to visit (figure 4). The operator is then able to
double check that the maintenance has been
conducted, as the message will be cleared via
the IIoT cloud app upon completion.

Figure 1. IOD-09 - images of surface-mount and through-hole versions
the code, which clock frequency the processor uses, and how much memory the platform
has. Additionally, it forms some of the options
that appear under the Tools menu item in the
IDE when a specific board has been selected.

Figure 2. 4D-UPA programmer
to the Additional Boards Manager URLs: field
in the preferences window. The next step
involves closing the Arduino IDE in order
that one of the files downloaded (boards.txt)
can be modified by hand. Again, this is adequately explained in the instructions, with the
full path to the file boards.txt provided for
all operating systems. This file is used by the
Arduino IDE to understand, amongst other
things, which tools should be used to build

Figure 3. Demo displaying PSI dial and
operational hours
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During our evaluation, the IOD-09TH was
being used. In order to program the device,
4D Systems provides the 4D-UPA Programming Adapter (figure 2), available separately,
to which the IOD-09TH, with its throughhole 2.54mm pitch pin mounting, can be
easily fitted. The 4D-UPA connects to the
developer computer via a micro USB cable.
Following the information for this device on
from the 4D Systems datasheet we were able
to download the appropriate driver (URL 4).
Once installed, it was possible to download
our demonstration sketch to the target and
tick-off our first success. To trial the capabilities of the display, a simple application was
developed that might be found in an industrial environment. The assumption was made
that a machine had been upgraded to con-

Figure 4. Demo additionally displaying that
the machine’s maintenance engineer has been
scheduled to visit
8

In order to access the graphics library, a simple
#include GFX4dIoD9.h is all that is required.
The IOD-09 display is initialised in the setup()-function of the Arduino sketch. An
example for this is provided in the Arduino
Libraries Reference Manual (chapter 1). Like
most displays, the individual pixels of the display are not square but rectangular. Thus, to
create a true circle for the oil pressure dial, it is
necessary to draw an ellipse using gfx.Ellipse().
In total, three calls to this function were used
to draw a circle of three pixels in width. The
dial pointer also needs to be created. To provide a simple 3D effect, four triangles in two
colours were drawn, with the opposing triangles in lighter and darker blue. In the demo,
the pointer angle is fixed and requires a little
mathematics to calculate the angle and draw
the triangles appropriately around the centre
point. These filled triangles were created using
gfx.TriangleFilled().
The IOD-09 also provides integrated support for displaying text in its library. Using
gfx.MoveTo() the starting point for each line
of text can be defined. By default, text that
extends beyond the edge of the display wraps
around. Output of the text is made possible with gfx.print(). To handle the warning
regarding impending maintenance, the text
colour is changed to red. There are a couple of points to note here. Firstly, changes to
colour are permanent. Therefore, it is necessary to return the colour to its original value
once drawing the Maintenance Scheduled
text is complete. If this is not performed, all
further text will be draw in red. Secondly, it is
important to define a background and foreground colour for text. If this is forgotten,
the text will be written over the previous text,
causing a mess of characters on top of one
another. The function for this is gfx.TextColor(<FOREGROUND>, <BACKGROUND>)
and is shown, along with the core of the rest
of the sketch code in figure 5. It is also worthwhile examining the content of the GFX4dIoD9.h header file as a huge range of potential
colours are already predefined.
Coding a gauge and indicator by hand does
require some planning, and squared paper is
useful whilst determining the position of each
pixel. 4D Systems also provide a full development environment named 4D Systems
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secured WiFi access point is easily achieved in
around 15 lines of code. From there it is only
a small step to accessing a JSON encoded file
from a server or making use of an IoT cloud
service that can share the data required.
Embedded development engineers will
already know that the inclusion of a full-colour display of any dimension requires a
significant amount of effort. Selection of
a display, finding a suitable display driver,
acquiring a microcontroller with enough performance and locating a graphic library are all
huge undertakings. The 4D Systems Internet
of Displays solutions is, therefore, a welcome
relief, enabling product developers to deliver a
great-looking display for their product without having to deal with the associated development costs. Prototyping of ideas, as well as
developing production code, is made simple
through the clever integration into the Arduino IDE. And, via the integrated WiFi transceiver and software library, IIoT applications
are easily incorporated into cloud services. n

Figure 5. Demo code screenshot
Workshop4 IDE for those who prefer faster
development and gauges and dials with a more
professional look. The IDE generates code
that can be quickly integrated into an Arduino sketch and downloaded onto the IOD-09.
The libraries included with the IOD-09 also
include everything necessary for access to the
Internet via the integrated WiFi function. The
demonstration created here uses fixed values
for the display output, but connection to a

Visit Mouser at electronica, Stand C3-550.
Experience Augmented Reality, discover layers
of infrastructures supporting smart cities, and
spin our wheel of fortune for a chance to win a
dev kit!

Product News

Intel: FPGA

programmable acceleration
cards to speed up data center computing
Intel extended its FPGA acceleration platform portfolio with the addition of the new
Intel Programmable Acceleration Card (PAC)
with Intel Stratix 10 SX FPGA, Intel’s most
powerful FPGA. This high-bandwidth card
leverages the Acceleration Stack for Intel
Xeon CPU with FPGAs, providing data center developers a robust platform to deploy
FPGA-based accelerated workloads. Hewlett
Packard Enterprise will be the first OEM to
incorporate the Intel PAC with Stratix 10 SX
FPGA along with the Intel Acceleration Stack
for Intel Xeon Scalable processor with FPGAs
into its server offering.
News ID 6545


Silicon

Labs: Wireless Xpress modules
deliver Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity
with zero programming
Silicon Labs offers a new Wireless Xpress
solution to help developers get IoT applications connected and running in a day, with
no software development necessary. Silicon
Labs’ Wireless Xpress provides a configuration-based development experience with
everything developers need including certified Bluetooth 5 Low Energy (LE) and Wi-Fi
modules, integrated protocol stacks and easyto-use tools.
News ID 6535

VACUUMSCHMELZE: magnetically

shielded rooms provide unspoilt
environment
Magnetically Shielded Rooms (MSR) are
widely used in basic and applied research.
They attenuate the influence of low-frequency
interference caused, for example, by railway lines, elevators, vehicles, transformers or
radio signals. VACUUMSCHMELZE (VAC)
has already built up more than 150 cabins
in almost 40 years and thus has unmatched
experience in the conception, planning and
execution of shielding cabins for the most
diverse requirements.
News ID 6536


TI: 200

and 100-W USB Type-C and USB
PD controllers with fully integrated
power paths
Texas Instruments introduced two new USB
Type-C and USB Power Delivery controllers, with fully integrated power paths to
simplify designs, minimize solution size and
speed time to market. The TPS65987D and
TPS65988 offer system designers the industry’s highest level of integration which can
reduce design complexity and overall cost.
News ID 6533
9
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Microcontrollers

Microcontrollers combine safety and
security with full-automotive software
By Danny Basler, NXP

This article describes
in detail the features
of a new MCU series
specialized for automotive
applications.


Carmakers

are in a race to change, with
in-car functions evolving as the market
moves from motor vehicles towards mobility
platforms. Even relatively static body applications like doors, steering wheels, seats, climate control and lighting systems are getting
a makeover.
To help meet these challenges, NXP has
introduced the S32K family of automotive
microcontrollers (MCUs). The 32-bit ARM
Cortex-based MCUs are the latest AEC-Q100
qualified, high-reliability products to address
this segment. Leveraging the legacy of more
than 60 years of experience and expertise, the
S32K family offers new opportunities for end
product differentiation in secure, connected
vehicle edge nodes. Broad family scalability includes the following. Compatible MCU
families with multiple performance, feature
and pin-count options for fast, efficient end
product platform evolution including a memory range from 128 KB to 2 MB, pin count
from 32 to 176 pins, QFN, LQFP, MAPBGA
packages, and IP compatibility across families. Next generation processing and peripherals – ARM Cortex-M class cores, CAN FD,
robust hardware security, and low power consumption. Comprehensive software solution
– automotive-grade Software Development
Kit (SDK), S32 Design Studio IDE and thirdparty ecosystem support.
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The S32K1 series consists of six MCU families spanning from 128 KB to 2 MB of flash
memory. Use of area efficient 90nm Thin Film
Storage (TFS) process technology allows a
high level of on-chip feature integration while
keeping MCU cost accessible to body node
applications price points. Fast, low voltage
transistors and distributed charge structure in
the bit cell ensure fast access times and high
immunity to leakage. MCUs operate from 2.7
to 5.5 V and feature a range of next-generation and market-proven digital and analog IP
suitable for electrically harsh environments at
up to 125°C ambient temperature.
Traditional body control MCU performance
is being increasingly stretched. Interpreting
complex sensor algorithms, managing high
bandwidth communication peripherals and
implementing advanced security features for
stored and transmitted data are now common
requirements in even modest ECUs. Performance headroom must also be considered for
evolving software requirements such as the
AUTOSAR standard, where a 10 to15% overhead is typical. The MCU series meets this
need through use of the DSP enabled ARM
Cortex-M4 and ultra-low power ARM Cortex-M0+ cores on the K14x and K11x families respectively. Operating frequency ranges
from 48 to 112 MHz and is supplemented
by a variety of proprietary acceleration tech10

nology. Extensive DMA support and crossbar
switch technology streamline data throughput through reduced CPU loading, while
on-chip I/D cache reduces memory access
latencies. MCUs of this family also feature a
bit manipulation engine (BME) that reduces
code size and execution time by an average
of 40% when performing bit-oriented math
operations. With 100 ECUs now common in
even mid-size cars, in-vehicle networking and
end-of-line programming requirements are
considerable and place an increasing demand
on classic CAN 2.0 bus bandwidth. Layering
security functions on top requires more memory and bus utilization to implement cryptographic functions. The MCUs include up
to 3 ISO-compliant CAN FD modules which
increase the data rate from 500 kb/s (typical)
to 2 Mb/s in normal mode and up to 5 Mb/s
in programming mode. A new message frame
format expands the data field from 8 to 64
bytes reducing data overhead and increasing
protocol efficiency. The MCUs can operate in
dedicated CAN FD networks or mixed CAN
2.0/CAN FD ones where nodes are upgraded
on a case-by-case basis.
NXP has been at the leading edge of automotive MCU security for many years with
several generations of hardware peripherals in powertrain, safety and gateway MCUs.
This capability now extends down to body

Microcontrollers
unique identifier (UID) is 120 bits long and
programmed during manufacture ensuring
no two MCUs contain identical keys. Furthermore, establishing the value of the keys
in secure flash would require a huge effort
and with each key being unique, even compromised keys would be useless for attacking
other systems.
At system boot the CSEc core executes boot
code from a dedicated ROM which then loads
the firmware from secure flash into RAM
and starts executing. This reduces the flash
accesses by the CSEc’s core on the crossbar
thereby avoiding any impact on MCU system performance. If the secure boot code
authentication fails, the application may offer
a reduced level of functionality, or set a flag
to deny use of the keys stored in secure flash.
Use cases for the CSEc module are numerous
and include mileage tamper prevention, component authentication and secure telematics.

Figure 1. S32K1 MCU block diagram

Figure 2. CAN FD frame
applications with the new Cryptographic Services Engine compressed (CSEc) which has
been optimized for smaller memory MCUs.
Compliant with the SHE (Secure Hardware Extension) standard, and EVITA-Low
(E-safety Vehicle Intrusion Protected Applications) guidelines, the CSEc features a dedicated security co-processor and provides
secure key storage, AES-128 encryption and
decryption, and secure boot functions.

Using the internal 32-bit CSEc co-processor, firmware and a hardware-assisted AES128 sub-block, the flash memory module
enables encryption, decryption and Cipherbased Message Authentication Code (CMAC)
algorithms for secure messaging. Two secure
blocks of flash memory are pre-programmed
with firmware, a unique identification number (UID) and a secret key (SK) - a random
number whose value is never disclosed. The
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The MCU family feature a range of low power
architectural techniques, operating modes,
and autonomous peripherals with low power
functionality. At a foundational level the
90nm TFS process technology delivers a significant reduction in dynamic power vs. comparable technologies. Extending this is the
option to de-rate the clock frequency during
periods when maximum performance is not
required. With the MCU clock tree accounting for most of the power consumption (up to
30% in some designs), clock gating is available
for many peripherals while a low power boot
feature can configure default clock settings
to reduce losses during the boot phase. For
the most extreme application power profiles,
memories and peripherals can also be power-gated when inactive. The MCUs contain
3 active and 4 standby operating modes each
accompanied by multiple wake-up sources. In
all modes, all memory and register contents
are maintained which simplifies software handling especially in AUTOSAR related applications. These are: RUN modes – high speed RUN
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Microcontrollers
tions where wake-up
occurs infrequently.
Current consumption at 25°C in VLPS
mode starts from
as low as 25µA with
a recovery time of
approximately 5µs.
Several of the analog, communication
and timing peripherals can also perform
basic
timekeeping
and monitoring tasks
autonomously
and in low power
states. These include
LPUARTs that can
asynchronously
transmit/receive LIN
messages, and ADCs
(1 Msps capable) that
Figure 3. Cryptographic Services Engine compressed (CSEc) module
operate in low power
states and activate
(HSRUN) mode allows over-drive conditions
when a threshold value has been reached. The
of up to 112 MHz whereas standard RUN
DMA controller also allows data transfers in
mode limits the CPU clock to a maximum of
STOP/VLPS with the core inactive and mini80 MHz. VLPR (very low power RUN) is new
mal clocks enabled.
for automotive use cases and de-rates the core
to 4 MHz while using a very low Idd for flash
A typical body application use case would
memory access. Here the internal regulator
be fast sensor input measurement with powis placed in standby with full peripheral and
er-up when pre-defined conditions have been
low voltage detect functionality maintained. met. This would be accomplished using the
WAIT and very low power WAIT (VLPW)
on-chip 128 kHz IRC (internal RC oscillator)
modes – similar to their equivalent run modes
to clock an API to wake the MCU every 10ms
but the CPU is halted and flash memory and
and toggle between VLPS and RUN mode. On
FlexMemory (EEPROM) programming is
power-up the MCU would switch to its 48
disabled. With interrupts enabled, the MCU
MHz IRC for fast execution. Conversely, in a
can exit WAIT modes, perform the scheduled
slow sensor application the MCU would opertask and then quickly return to a low power
ate in VLPS using an 8 MHz IRC for reduced
state. This minimizes average power in appli- 4 MHz execution. When the sensor setting
cations that frequently toggle between active
time has completed and data becomes availand reduced power states with savings of 30
able, the API would then change from VLPS to
to 60% achievable over RUN mode. STOP
VLPR resulting in a much lower peak current.
and VLPS – deep sleep modes where all I/O
Another peripheral worth mentioning is the
pins and several peripherals can function as
new FlexIO module. Highly configurable, it
wake-up sources. These have slightly longer
can emulate various communication periphwake-up times and are suited for applica- erals – UART, I2C, SPI, and I2S – or generate

The MCUs are members of the NXP SafeAssure program and target the ASIL B integrity level with higher level compliance possible
based on system level redundancies. Devices
are designed in accordance with the ISO26262
standard with hardware and system level
safety measures and comprehensive safety
documentation. Features consist of error
correcting code (ECC) on flash and RAM
memories, a memory protection unit (MPU)
for assigning secure access rights, internal
and external watchdogs, a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) block and a structural core selftest library (SCST) for detecting permanent
faults in the core. Detailed safety manual
and FMEDA documentation is available to
support system level certification.
The MCUs are supported by a range of automotive-grade development tools to speed and
simplify the software development process.
S32 Design Studio (S32 DS) is a free of charge,
unlimited code size, Eclipse-based IDE with
plug-in support. Using the Processor Expert
tool included into S32 Design Studio, developers can configure the peripherals (internal and external) and software functionality
using a simple GUI. The tool then generates
highly optimized embedded C-code saving a
huge amount of manual development effort.
For applications that do not require AUTOSAR support, an automotive-grade software
development kit (SDK) is available. The SDK
consists of free of charge peripheral drivers,
the FreeRTOS operating system and application-specific middleware. MISRA 2012 and
SPICE Level 3 compliant, the SDK comes
pre-installed within the S32 DS IDE and is also
compatible with third party compilers and
debuggers including those from third party
IAR Systems. The SDK plug-in for Design
Studio greatly reduces the development
effort, thanks to its GUI, where the developer
can configure and drag and drop software
functions to use the peripheral drivers.
With robust, high speed timers and analog
peripherals, S32K MCUs are well suited to
the growing number of in-car electric motor
applications – fuel/oil/water pumps, HVAC
systems and seats/mirrors. To assist developers a range of design tools are offered: embedded Automotive Math and Motor Control
Library (AMMCLIB), Motor Control Toolbox for Matlab model-based design), and the
FreeMASTER run-time debug monitor with
Motor Control Application Tuner (MCAT)
plug-in. n

Figure 4. S32K software development kit
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16-bit timers with support for trigger, reset,
enable and disable conditions. Compared
with GPIO software emulation schemes, the
FlexIO module requires less CPU overhead
and can operate in all power and debug modes.
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Embedded Computing

A modular approach for
Industrial Internet-of-Things
By Harald Maier, TQ-Systems

This article highlights standard device
platforms for gateways, edge servers,
industrial firewalls and AI systems that
help to implement Industry 4.0 system
concepts quickly and cost-efficiently.
The modular layout always facilitates
easy customer-specific modifications
to the standard platforms.


In

the future, data and information will
play an even more important role in optimizing processes, reducing costs and automating
process flows. Concepts like smart manufacturing and Industry 4.0 stand for digitalization, sensible and secure connectivity and the
profitable use of information in the industrial
field. The focus needs to be on the benefits
and added value generated by these industrial
IoT applications. They include such aspects
as cost optimization, faster throughput times
and minimized downtime. For many, however,
the primary focus is on such issues as customized manufacturing and the provision of auxiliary services. Skillful approaches are needed
to solve the associated challenges. It is important to think big, to start small and to scale
cleverly. Individual solutions open degrees
of freedom that enable the combination of
established standards and application-specific system solutions. A modular approach
based on a universal concept can form a solid
foundation for success.
The use of embedded modules and building
blocks makes it easy to implement customized IoT hardware solutions. These include
such solutions as gateways, industrial firewalls and edge servers. But also, solutions
for automatic determination of information
supported by artificial intelligence (AI) are
gaining in importance. Uniform platform
November 2018

approaches can result in universal product
families which enable scaling and flexibility
in terms of performance, range of functional
features and interfaces.
In many cases, a worthwhile first step is to
consider solution approaches for existing systems and concepts. Gateways make it possible
to access data, put it in a uniform data format and make it available to the superordinate
system via standardized interfaces. This also
makes it possible to implement and maintain
security aspects – decoupled from the existing
system. Local data storage and preprocessing
in the gateway are needed when the interfaces
to the higher-level system and the cloud only
offer limited communication bandwidth, or if
a distribution should be made between decentralized (local) intelligence and central intelligence (in the cloud for higher-level analysis).
Local preprocessing and provision of data
also minimize latency. Different performance
classes may be needed for processors, memory and data throughput, depending on the
application. This leads to a wide variety of
requirement profiles for the gateway which
are, however, very easy to implement based
on modular solution strategies.
Performance may be scaled using different
embedded CPU modules such as those based
on COM Express Mini or the newer SMARC
14

2.0 standard. In the case of SMARC, both
x86 and ARM processors are supported. In
combination with a carrier board that has
been adapted to the specific application, this
is a way to implement individual solutions
cost-effectively. For example, finished building blocks such as the 100mmx100mm standard MB-M10-1 carrier board from TQ could
serve as a basis, enabling shorter evaluation
and implementation times. Uniform dimensions and layouts of the interfaces are important prerequisites when different versions are
planned as a platform concept.
Wireless interfaces such as 2G/3G/LTE, WiFi,
Bluetooth, LoRa WAN and ZigBee can be
added very easily as plug-in modules, and
this also makes it possible to consider country-specific differences in standards and regulatory approvals. Module standards such as
Mini PCIe and M.2 cover an extremely broad
range of applications here. USB dongles are
also commonly used, but they must be suitable for industrial use and must also be able to
be mechanically fixed accordingly.
There are many systems which utilize IP-based
communications, but so far, they have only
been integrated into closed system environments. This applies, for example, to many
capital goods such as machines and systems in
the industrial environment. Over the course
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Figure 1. TQ industrial IoT platform concept addresses individual gateway, industrial firewall,
edge server and AI solutions.

Figure 2. A modular approach enables scalability and flexibility. The TQ standard carrier board
MB-M10-1 in combination with COM Express Mini modules like Intel Atom based TQMxE38M
builds the heart of very compact, robust and powerful IoT applications.
of digitalizing systems and incorporating
them into smart manufacturing concepts and
Industry 4.0, Internet access often needs to
be enabled as well. This lets the system manufacturer offer profitable auxiliary services
such as predictive maintenance and service
support. This is an important component for
tapping additional business potential. Locally
installed firewalls are used to cover the necessary security aspects. Often, standard IT firewalls are unsuitable for this purpose, because
they have not been designed for the special
needs in the industrial environment. This
not only relates to their physical and electrical characteristics such as the housing, power

supply, temperature resistance and robustness. Important functions and configuration
options needed in the industrial IoT environment are frequently missing as well. Industrial
firewalls can be matched very precisely to system requirements. They are usually installed
directly at the machine or system and enable
secure yet transparent communications over
the Internet via specified IP addresses and
ports. In this so-called Stealth Mode, the firewall itself remains invisible, so that potential
system hackers cannot scan it. This closes
potential security gaps. Depending on the system type and infrastructure, however, alternative configuration options are also important,
15
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Figure 3. The MBox-ADV is equipped with four independent Gigabit Ethernet ports and is therefore suited for industrial firewall applications. The compact size and the robust housing addresses
use cases within the harsh factory floor environment.

Figure 4. The carrier board MB-COME6-3 is designed for COM Express Type 6 modules and
offers PCIe x4 and PCIe x16 high bandwidth connectivity to add-on cards which are used in
high-performance AI solutions, for example.
so that the firewall deliberately works as a
proxy, for example. Here, the firewall is not
inserted invisibly into the communication
path, rather it passes information as a proxy
for the internal or external communications
partner. Other important components of an
industrial firewall include auxiliary functions
such as automatic encryption/decryption of
protocols such as ftp/sftp. This enables continued full use of older machines and systems
over the course of Industry 4.0.
Generally, the physical interfaces of industrial
firewalls are very similar, because communications are via Ethernet. Different processors may be used depending on the range of
functions, the required data bandwidth and
diverse encryption options. Simple scaling can
November 2018

be implemented by using a customized carrier board in combination with various COM
Express modules. Over the course of years, this
also makes it possible to continually update the
product family with the latest processor generation. This allows product developers, and
therefore users as well, to benefit from the latest innovations in processor and memory technology without great expense. This not only
applies to computing performance and data
throughput, but also innovations in the security area. With a modular solution approach,
this results in a universal device concept that is
viable over the long term.
In industrial IoT applications, it is not essential to transfer all data to the cloud unfiltered.
Performed in the cloud are higher-level data
16

and information analysis and data sharing
for global services. Local data storage and
data processing enable faster and autonomous local access, making shorter reaction
times possible. Edge servers are used for this
purpose. The performance requirements differ widely here. However, the common basic
requirements are reliable data storage – often
even in a RAID configuration – and reliable
continuous operation under industrial environment conditions. For extremely reliable
solutions, additional technologies may be
necessary, such as ECC memory, in which
automatic error correction is performed on
individual bit errors. The features and performance capabilities of the edge server that is
used are therefore application-dependent, and
it is difficult to cover all needs with one allround solution. Here too, it is advantageous
to implement a modular layout which can be
optimally configured for a specific purpose
of use with different CPU modules, variable
memory expansion and optional auxiliary
features. The COMBox-V embedded PC from
TQ is a good example to demonstrate the full
flexibility based on the usage of COM Express
CPU modules. This edge server implementation can not only be scaled from Intel Core
i3 up to Intel Core i7, it can also be equipped
with Intel Xeon based COM Express modules
which support up to 32 GB DDR4 with ECC.
The topic of artificial intelligence (AI) figures prominently in the context of Industry
4.0. Focal points in this area are automation
of intelligent behavior and machine learning.
To extract meaningful information from the
flood of data and intelligently derive the right
results and actions, it is important to use suitable algorithms and execute them efficiently.
In many cases, the program code is executed
in the processor or in the graphic controller. In systems with a modular layout, these
two scaling factors can be adjusted very easily using different embedded CPU modules.
If the modular system layout also provides
expansion slots for additional cards, the system can be supplemented with coprocessors
which have been optimized for AI applications. They can significantly boost efficiency
when executing the algorithms mentioned. In
many cases, this further reduces costs, because
a less expensive processor can be used.
Scaling options can be illustrated by the example of the compact Box PC family MBox from
TQ. It not only permits scaling via different
COM Express modules. There is also a Mini
PCIe slot that is available for expansion with
the coprocessors mentioned already. In the
MBox with AI Extension solution, for instance,
the Intel Movidius Myriad 2 VPU is used as a
coprocessor, and within AI applications this
provides a substantial performance boost –
especially in the area of vision processing. In
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the Industry 4.0 environment, there is often
interest in high-end AI systems as well. The
COMBox-V– mentioned as an edge server
solution already – offers expansion options via
PCIe x4 and PCIe x16 to also support high-performance FPGA expansion cards for AI.

modules. Looking to the TQ portfolio of
embedded CPU modules for example, the
COM Express form factor covers the widest
range of scalability – from Intel Atom up to
server-class Intel Xeon processors. The use of
modularly designed systems is a way to tap
into new application fields and related new
business opportunities with minimal effort.

Regardless of whether it is a gateway, firewall,
edge server or AI system, in most cases, a specific range of functions is already defined at
the beginning of product development, and
the required computing performance and
memory requirements are adapted to these
functions. The goal is to obtain the best system in terms of functionality, performance
and price. But what can be done if, over the
course of a product life cycle, the desired
functionality expands so much that the original estimate has been rendered obsolete? A
modular approach to a solution can readily
overcome these hurdles.

Flexible housing concepts, such as those used
in the IoT device platform from TQ, enable
uniform yet customized implementation of
different performance properties and equipment variants in a universal series of devices.
It is easy to adapt their dimensions and heatsinks to specific requirements. In the process,
a uniform look-and-feel leads to a universal and flexibly expandable product lineup.
When the housing concept and the modular
hardware layout are well matched, a platform concept results in which the boundaries between gateway, firewall, edge server and
AI system are flowing, and all systems can be
built upon one another.

For example, a new premium variant might
be defined, which could easily cover the added
functions with a more powerful processor
module and, if necessary, other expansion
cards. Over the course of device development,
this approach often goes so far as to result in
a wide variety of versions and potential uses
which were not envisioned at all in the concept phase. Even the combination of several
solutions in one device (known as workload
consolidation) can easily be covered by the
upgrade to high-performance embedded

TQ is a technology partner which not only
provides support during the conceptual design
phase for vendor-independent industrial IoT
applications but also offers a vast wealth of
experience when it comes to development and
production. An extensive portfolio of embedded modules and building blocks based on
x86, ARM and Power Architecture create the
foundation for customer-specific solutions. n
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Amplicon: Serial-to-Ethernet

Integration
made easy with industrial-grade device
servers
Amplicon, the UK premier distributor for
Moxa products, has introduced the NPort
IA5000A, a series of extremely user-friendly
device servers capable of offering maximum
safety and reliability in the most demanding industrial applications. The Moxa NPort
IA5000A series has been designed for connecting serial devices such as PLCs, sensors,
meters, motors, drives, barcode readers, and
operator displays to modern SCADA networks in a simple and reliable manner.
News ID 6544


congatec: COM

Express Computeron-Module with 3 GHz Intel Core i3
processor
congatec
introduces
a
brand-new
price-breaking Computer-on-Module for
the entry-level of high-end embedded computing based on Intel’s latest Core i3-8100H
processor platform. The new conga-TS370
COM Express Basic Type 6 Computer-on-Module with quad-core Intel Core i3
8100H processor offers a 45 watt TDP configurable to 35 W, supports 6 MB cache and
provides up to 32 GB dual-channel DDR4
2400 memory.
News ID 6569


Kontron: COMe-cVR6


MEN: DIN

(E2) module with
new AMD Ryzen Embedded V1000
processor
Kontron introduces its new COMe-cVR6 (E2)
Module in the COM Express Compact Type 6
form factor. It is based on the new AMD Ryzen
Embedded V1000 processor which combines
the extremely powerful “Zen” microprocessor
architecture with the new AMD Radeon Vega
graphics supporting up to 11 compute units.
News ID 6542

rail concept based on robust
individual components
DIN-Rail is a new modular concept from
MEN. The system is based on robust individual components which can be combined
in flexible built-to-order configurations. The
DIN rail modules are suitable – thanks to
medium CPU and low power dissipation – for
a variety of applications in the mobile and
industrial market.
News ID 6567
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New processor makes SMARC 2.0 and
Qseven modules more power efficient
By Martin Danzer and Daniel Gunter, congatec

This article describes in detail
SMARC 2.0 and Qseven modules
which contain the 8X version of the
NXP i.MX 8 processor. It offers an
extremely low power consumption,
is robust and comes with many
functional safety features. Such
modules offer ARM developers
greater design security and easier
implementation of the processing
core despite increasing complexity.
Figure 1. The new NXP i.MX 8X is now available on Computer-on-Modules – initially
only for sample purchase, also in series quantities when NXP goes into serial production

As NXP flagship processor, developers of
embedded systems have long had their eye
on the new i.MX 8 processor. It is the most
powerful of the entire i.MX 8 family. Next to it,
the new i.MX 8X processor family is now also
becoming available. It extends the scalable
range of the i.MX 8 series with a particularly
low-power and robust processor variant with
2 to 4 ARM Cortex-A35 processor cores, with
optional SIL 3 certification. Applications for
this new, particularly robust and power-efficient 8X variant can be found, among others,
in industrial devices, machines and systems
demanding a high level of functional safety.

At the same time, these new 8X processors, which integrate the most efficient
ARM cores ever, are also available for the
extended temperature range from -40 to
+85°C, making the new processor class
suited even for outdoor and mobile vehicle
applications. With an energy consumption
of less than 3 watts in normal operation and
a maximum TDP of 3-4 watts, such systems
are also usable for completely fanless and
solar-powered applications.
Thanks to a high degree of graphics, video,
audio and voice integration, the new processors are also attractive for implementation
in HMIs, rugged tablets and handhelds. The
integrated image processing functions furNovember 2018

ther predestine the new processors for video
analytics and the use of neural network technology for object recognition and situational
awareness applications.
Application options are extremely diverse
and range from smaller industrial control
and automation systems such as PLCs, I/O
controllers, robotics and handling systems,
to building management systems, patient
monitoring systems, automotive and intralogistics cockpits and on-board infotainment in aircraft and trains, to IoT, M2M
and telematics applications with distributed
devices of the most diverse designs, as well as
to distributed smart video surveillance systems. If these devices are equipped with the
new i.MX 8X, they offer significantly more
performance than what was considered the
ultimate in tablet performance until a few
years ago. As they are also becoming more
and more attractive in terms of price, they
are opening up a growing number of new
application fields and markets.
Since the new NXP processor integrates all
major subsystems and architectures of the
higher-value i.MX 8 family, developers benefit from an extremely wide range of scaling
options and maximum software reuse. But
what are the differences between i.MX 8 and
i.MX 8X? First of all, it should be noted that
18

neither variant has anything to do with the
i.MX 8M, which is already available in series
production. This has been developed as a
device for set-top boxes and TV systems and
is therefore positioned in the consumer electronics segment, which has a completely different application focus than industrial setups,
where LVDS support is still an important feature among other things. Only the two i.MX
8 and i.MX 8X variants, for which companies such as congatec provide support at the
embedded board and module level, will be
compared in the following.
Next to the already mentioned optional SIL
support offered by the i.MX 8X, another
difference is the use of ARM Cortex-A35
cores instead of ARM Cortex-A53 cores. No
ARM Cortex-A72 processors are used and
the overall feature set is more economical
and therefore more energy-efficient, which
reduces the power consumption of the 8X
version to 3-4 watts compared to 12 watts
for the fully equipped i.MX 8. The i.MX 8X
is available in configurations with 2 or 4
Cortex-A35 processors together with 1 Cortex-M4F with integrated floating point unit
and DSP for processing critical tasks such as
fallback camera as well as system monitoring
and wakeup. The i.MX 8, on the other hand,
offers a total of up to 8 cores (4x A53, 2x A72,
2x M4F) and comes with a feature set that
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includes high-bandwidth and energy-efficient
LPDDR4 as well as optional DD3 with ECC.
The i.MX 8 supports up to 3 independent displays as well as 1x SPDIF and 2x ASRC sound
including comprehensive codecs for speech
recognition and contactless interaction. Two
of the displays are supported in Full-HD
(1080p) and one in WVGA (864x480). The
integrated video processing engine supports
de- and encoding of 1080p videos in h.264
as well as decoding of even higher resolution
4K video in h.265. Another important feature is hardware-based resource partitioning,
which allows processors and graphics cores to
be separated, making it possible for multiple
independent applications to run on a single
chip. In combination with hypervisor support,
developers have great flexibility when creating
reliable systems – an important feature, for
example, for in-vehicle applications: If the
infotainment system fails, the rear view camera continues to operate safely in s/w mode.
The same principle can also be applied to
control systems in automation.
The core also executes 1 PCIe 3.0 interface for
flexible expansion options as well as 1x USB
3.0, 2x USB 2.0, 3x CAN, 4x UART, 4x SPI
and 1x 12-bit AD converter interfaces. The

two provided Gigabit Ethernet interfaces are
suited for horizontal and vertical networking in automation. Optional support for
1588-compliant real-time communication via
the TSN protocol makes the core Industry 4.0
and IoT-ready, so that several welding robots/
arms in a production cell can be synchronized
in real time via Ethernet. In case of the i.MX
8X, this support can be realized by using an
additional Qualcomm Atheros device, an
option that is available for congatec modules.
Audio video bridging (AVB) is also supported
for video streaming via Ethernet, which is just
as interesting for digital signage players as for
surveillance cameras connected via GbE.
For video-based applications, the i.MX 8X
supports a 4-lane MIPI-CSI interface, among
others. The GPUs with 2-4 Vec4 shaders (1x
GC7000Lite or 1 x GC7000UltraLite) also
support OpenGL ES, OpenCL, OpenVG and
Vulkan for parallel data processing besides the
graphics output. The focus is on situational
awareness applications with image recognition as well as AI and deep learning applications for machine learning. If you are missing
something from this already extensive feature
set of the i.MX 8X, you can assume that the
i.MX 8, as the bigger version, will offer more

in every feature category. Overall, both processor variants also offer increased reliability
thanks to the fully-depleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) manufacturing technology
employed. It helps application processors
manufactured in the 28nm process to drastically improve MTBF compared to previous
technologies, and to reduce latch-ups thanks
to the high immunity of FD-SOI to soft
defects. All these functions, together with
sophisticated security features such as high
assurance boot, TPM timer, comprehensive
encryption, and up to 10 active and passive
tamper pins, make the new processors a basis
for the development of extremely energyefficient, high-reliability embedded computing
platforms.
However, device developers in this small
form factor segment often face the challenge
of needing a specific design but none of the
existing standard boards meets their demands.
As a rule, standard boards do not provide the
required performance, nor do they offer the
interfaces needed to directly start with the
application development. That is why developers are looking for the most efficient way
to develop their solutions. Will they have to
develop everything themselves or can they
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Support of i.MX 8 / i.MX 8X processors on
SMARC 2.0 and Qseven
Cores

SIL-certifiable
Memory
GPU
GPU Libraries

Max. # of independent
Displays
Camera/video inputs
Video Processing
Engine
PCIe
Gigabit Ethernet
USB
SATA
CAN
UART
SPI
Sound
Analog Digital
Converter

i.MX8 (High-Performance)

i.MX8X (Low Power)

4x Cortex A53
2x Cortex A72
2x Cortex M4F

4x / 2x Cortex A35

LPDDR4 oder DDR4

Grafik
2x independent GPUs (VM1 + VM2)
with 4-8 shaders each
2 x GC7000XSVX
OpenGL ES
OpenCL
Vulkan
OpenVX
4x HD (1080 p) or 1x 4k on SMARC
2.0
3x HD (1080 p) or 1x 4k on Qseven
1x HDMI 1.4 with HDCP ; 2x MIPI CSI
(4 Lanes)
Decoding of 4K h.265,
En-&Decoding of 1080p h.264
Connectivity
2 PCIe 3.0 lanes (1x 2 or 2x1)
2 x Gigabit with optional 1588
support for real-time ethernet
1 x USB 3.0 + 2 x USB 2.0
1x SATA 3.0 (oder weitere PCIe
Lane)
3x CAN/CAN FD
5x
4x
1x SPDIF (Tx/Rx); 1x ASCR
2x 12 bit

1x Cortex M4F

SIL 3 bei DDR3 Support incl. ECC
LPDDR4 oder DDR3L mit ECC (safe)
1x GPU with 2-4 shaders
GC7000Lite or GC7000UltraLite
OpenGL ES
OpenCL
Vulkan
Up to 3x with 2x 1080p (Full HD) +
1x WVGA (864x480)
1x MIPI CSI (4 Lanes)
Decoding of 4K h.265,
En-&Decoding of 1080p h.264
1x PCIe 3.0
2 x Gigabit with AVB (Audio Video
Bridging) and optional 1588 support
für real-time ethernet
1x USB 3.0 + 2x USB 2.0
3x CAN/CAN FD
4x
4x
SPDIF, 2x ASRC,
1x 12 bit

Figure 2. The main differences between i.MX 8 and i.MX 8X

Figure 3. Both the i. MX 8 and the i.MX 8X on SMARC 2.0 and Qseven modules are offered.
Customer-specific carrier boards and full-custom designs are also available
November 2018
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also use off-the-shelf components? And if so,
which should they use? Since the computing
core is first and foremost a means to an end and
does not require any further adaptation, industrial Computer-on-Module standards such as
SMARC 2.0 or Qseven are recommended. With
these application-ready modules, the powerful
computing core can be installed by simple plug
and play – and bingo, developers immediately
benefit from a drastically simplified design in
which all is left to do is to fine-tune the specific interfaces on the carrier board. Computer-on-Module standards are also ideal for
full-custom designs, as the computing core can
be easily merged with carrier boards. A particularly important advantage of using modules is
the fact that they can be scaled from i.MX 8X to
the high-end i.MX8-M based on SMARC 2.0
or Qseven, even though the processors are not
pin-compatible and would therefore require
their own specific design.
Developers can immediately start their application design based on an evaluation carrier
board and the extensive software ecosystem
that comes with the board and modules in
the form of customized boot loaders and
BSPs. Based on carrier boards, first prototypes and small series can be developed and
the computing core can be merged with the
carrier board from break-even to full-custom design. Since the computing core comes
application-ready, project risks are reduced
from the outset. Another advantage of Computer-on-Modules is the fact that they can be
made available for evaluation purposes prior
to series production at NXP by companies
such as congatec. Those who pursue first-tomarket strategies for their i.MX 8-based system designs will be well served with SMARC
2.0 and Qseven Computer-on-Modules from
congatec. As super components, they bundle
everything an i.MX 8 application developer
needs into an application-ready complete
package and are very easy to implement right
up to full-custom designs.
However, if you want to move from a standard
product to a platform that is optimized for a
specific application, using the right hardware
platform is only half the problem, especially if
it is an ARM processor-based design. For this
reason, congatec offers a comprehensive software ecosystem for its standard components,
which is provided off-the-shelf along with
the hardware and accompanied by personal
integration support for OEM developers so
that they can perform their tasks more easily
and efficiently. At the same time, the company
also positions itself as a full-service provider
for the entire embedded computing needs of
OEMs. The Technical Solution Center (TSC),
which is responsible for additional hardware
platform related services, therefore offers an
extensive range of solutions. TSC services
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include everything from bootloader and
UEFI customization to any custom firmware
development, as well as any questions around
(real-time) Linux and company and custom
projects with QNX or Green Hills. The service offering further includes the selection of
suitable components for carrier boards – for
example for SIL certification of the system
design – as well as compliance tests of highspeed signals, thermal simulations, MTBF
calculations and debugging services for customer-specific solutions. The goal is to always
provide customers with the most efficient and
convenient technical support – from requirement engineering to mass production.
By the way, when faced with a choice between
Qseven and SMARC 2.0, congatec advises its
customers to start new designs with SMARC
2.0, as this form factor enables a higher packing density and more graphics than Qseven.
Existing designs or solutions with lower
graphic requirements are still well served
with Qseven. This also applies to the aspect of
long-term availability, because this form factor is still the top dog in terms of quantities. n

Figure 4. SMARC 2.0 and QSeven modules
with i.MX 8X processor come in three different variants (Source: NXP Factsheet)

Product News

MEN: rugged

COM Express type 10
module with Intel Apollo Lake-I
The CM50C is a low-power and space-saving
Rugged COM Express module that was developed around the Intel Atom E3900 series of
processors. Due to the low power consumption, the virtualization support of the processor and the safe board management controller,
the robust module is a multifaceted solution
for individual designs in harsh environments
and safety-critical applications. The CM50C
is compatible to COM Express Type 10 PinOut and conforms to the VITA 59 standard
which specifies the mechanics to ensure reliable operation in harsh environmental conditions.
News ID 6517


ARBOR: Micro-ATX

industrial
motherboard with 6th gen Intel Core
processors
ARBOR Technology announces its MicroATX industrial motherboard MB-i89Q0
based on the new Intel 6th Generation Core
processors and Intel Q170 Platform Control Hub. Built on Intel’s new 14nm process
technology, the MB-i89Q0 supports the Intel
Turbo Boost Technology, enabling an increase
to CPU processing speed to deliver breakthrough CPU performance, excellent graphic
capability as well as enhancements in security
and management functions.
News ID 6529

ADLINK: “quad” core

i3 value processor
on COM Express
ADLINK announces the addition of the quadcore Intel Core i3-8100H processor to its
recently released Express-CF COM Express
Basic size Type 6 module based on the 8th
Generation Intel Core i5/i7 and Xeon processors. Whereas previous generations Intel Core
i3 processors supported only dual cores with
3MB cache, the Intel Core i3-8100H is the first
in its class to support 4 CPU cores with 6MB
of cache. This major upgrade results in a more
than 80% performance boost in MIPS (million instructions per second), and an almost
doubling of memory/caching bandwidth, all
at no significant cost increase compared to
earlier generations.
News ID 6571


Acromag: multi-function

I/O XMC
mezzanine modules to conserve I/O slots
Acromag expands their general purpose I/O
offering with an XMC version of their very
popular PMC730 multi-function I/O module. The XMC730 performs analog input,
analog output, digital I/O and counter/timer
functions. Three models provide front 68-pin
SCSI-2 I/O connection or rear P16 and P4
I/O connectors. These boards are designed
for commercial off-the shelf (COTS) applications providing an abundance of I/O options
to save I/O slots. A variety of carrier cards are
available to host up to two XMC730 modules
on VPX or PCI Express computer platforms.
News ID 6506
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electronica 2018: connecting
everything – smart, safe, and secure
electronica is continuing to grow and,
for the first time, will take up 17 halls
at the Munich exhibition grounds.
Smart, reliable, and secure networking
at all levels is the focus for this year’s
electronica which will be held
on November 13 – 16, 2018.

electronica 2018 will be larger than the pre- Embedded – Key Technology for
vious event, with more than 180,000 square
a Smart World
meters of space spread across four halls. Over
The motto of electronica 2018 “Connecting
3000 companies from more than 50 coun- Everything – smart, safe & secure” applies
tries will be present at the exhibition. Visitors
especially to the trade fair focal point “Embedto the trade fair will benefit from four addi- ded Systems”. As one of the most important
tional halls, which means there will now be a
interdisciplinary technologies in the 21th cennew hall layout. Five entrances, color-coding
tury, they are represented in almost all areas of
in the halls, expressways, and the visitor shut- electronica. You can find them concentrated
tle together with indoor navigation via the
in the Embedded exhibition area in Hall B5,
electronica app will aid navigation. This time
the Embedded Forum and at the electronica
electronica will be going beyond the presenta- Embedded Platforms Conference.
tion of relevant components, systems, applications, and solutions. In addition to 17 halls, 13
Embedded systems are the most widespread
forums, and four conferences, there will be a “computers” worldwide. Without them, the
wide range of innovations on show.
Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles and
smart city would all not be possible. They
There will also be even more opportunities
are product-molding components in the
for networking, inspiration, and experience
strongest sectors of automobile manufacthanks to the new formats, electronica Experience and IMPACT – Design for a Cause. The
new hall C6 will give visitors the opportunity to get to grips with electronics, as well as
showcasing career opportunities within the
electronics branch. electronica Experience
will feature live demos, applications, and presentations, as well as a job market, to facilitate
networking between exhibitors, students, and
school pupils. IMPACT – Design for a Cause
will also be taking place as part of electronica Experience. The event, which will feature
engineering associations Hackster and Element14 among others, will look at the future
influence of electronics on communication,
the environment and medicine in pitches,
presentations, and discussion panels.
November 2018
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turing and automation technology as well
as machine and plant construction. A recent
study by HNY Research sees the global market for embedded systems increasing from
$86.85 billion in 2017 to $110.28 billion by
2023. In this context, billions of dollars are
spent for IoT in all key industries. For example, analysts have noted that the market for
embedded systems in the automotive sector
has experienced an increase of 27.69 billion
US dollars to 38.77 billion in the same period
with an average annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 6.87 percent. Other growth guarantors are
applications in the healthcare and wearable
sectors and the increasing use of multicore
processor technologies.
The electronica Embedded Platforms Conference (eEPC) is l communication platform for
suppliers of components, tools, software and
solutions. In addition to embedded platforms
and ecosystems, it also addresses the latest
trends to futuristic solutions with high-profile talks at the International Congress Center
Munich (ICM) on November 14 – 15, 2018,
parallel to the trade fair.
Talks and panel discussions will take place
on all four exhibition days at the electronica
Embedded Forum. Design engineers, specialists and technical management can obtain
information in the middle of exhibition Hall
B5 about all important trends and discuss
current market and technology topics with
experts and colleagues. A visit to all electronica forums is included in the ticket price.

Power Electronics and Smart Energy
The energy system in Europe is undergoing a historic transition. The
switch to sustainable generation is bringing about increasing decentralization with huge ramifications for the entire value chain. Smart energy
is the umbrella term for a wide range of technologies in this area relating
to energy storage, consumption control, and energy conversion.
Power supply from a small number of large, centrally connected
power plants will soon be a thing of the past. More and more customers are becoming “prosumers”, i.e. consuming and producing
electricity at the same time. Many small power plants are also obtaining energy from renewable resources. This increasingly fragmented,
bidirectional, and volatile supply structure urgently requires an intelligent load and generation management system – in other words, a
smart grid.
Some individual components of this, such as smart meters, are
already in use today; these can be used by points of consumption
to communicate with the smart grid. Energy suppliers and municipal utilities also see an opportunity here to open up new areas of
business. Since 2017, German law has also required the installation of
intelligent measurement systems for end users whose consumption
exceeds 6000 kWh per year and for operators of co-generation plants
and renewables-based plants with over seven kilowatts per year. Analysts from Grand View Research expect there to be 285 million smart
meters in households, offices, and factories around the world by 2025.
This will generate turnover of 50 billion US dollars, with coverage
somewhere in excess of 50 percent according to Navigant Research.
But electricity meters are just one component of the smart energy
concept. Smart-home and smart-city technologies also cover a whole
range of sub-areas. That’s why you will find the topic of “intelligent energy” covered in many segments at electronica 2018. These
includes wireless and embedded as well as the Internet of Things and
autonomous systems. Even electric vehicles have a role to play as flexible storage systems and grid stabilizers.
The first ever Power Electronics Forum will specifically cater to
the subject of smart energy. The forum will cover the whole spectrum of power supply units, power stores and power electronics,
the last of which is among the key technologies for climate-friendly,
resource-saving, yet competitive energy supply. This is because
innovative power electronics technology minimizes losses through
the conversion, distribution, and consumption of electrical energy.
For many applications, silicon is no longer the first choice here.
Wide-bandgap semiconductors such as silicon carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN) deliver higher switching capacity and breakdown
voltages in a high temperature range. Passive components such as
heat sinks, capacitors, and coils can therefore be smaller in size, which
has a positive impact on the form factor of the overall system.
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This makes them important components for
the smart grids of the future. In these intelligent power grids, decentralized distributed
intelligence controls the generation, storage,
and consumption of energy. As such, the performance fluctuations caused by fluctuating
renewable energies must be compensated
for. However, smart grids not only transport
energy but also data from smart meters, sensors, and other devices. This is another industry segment where the Internet of Things can
be found – in fact, electrical grids are even set
to become the largest IoT installations of all.
This process involves the networking of various components using modern information
and communication technology. The topic is
dealt with in detail in electronica’s Wireless
Congress.
The Power Supplies exhibition area in halls A5
and A6 covers the full spectrum of transformers, power supplies, power supply units, and
batteries. But that’s not the only place where
you will find smart energy components.
Automotive - a dramatic transformation
The automotive industry is undergoing a dramatic transformation. By 2025, it is reckoned
that a quarter of all cars worldwide will be
electrically powered. On top of that, manufacturers and suppliers are currently responding
to increasing demands for “next-generation”
technologies including autonomous and connected vehicles, as well as developing completely new data-generated business models.
Electronics and software already account for
over ninety percent of all “automotive” innovations. And these developments are not only
being driven by autonomous and connected
driving alone, but also the electrification of
roads for example. In addition, the growing
demand for driving performance, safety, comfort and environmental compatibility can
only be achieved using the latest electronically-managed vehicle functions.
As a result, the value of semiconductor devices
is also on the increase, as demonstrated by the
latest microelectronic trend analysis carried

out by the ZVEI. Last year’s worldwide average of USD 477bn is set to increase to USD
535bn by 2022. Car production will simultaneously rise from 99 million units to 110
million units over the same time period. Both
increases mean that the worldwide sales of
automotive semiconductors will go up from
USD 45.5bn in 2017 to USD 53.4bn by 2022,
with an average year-on-year growth of 5.5
percent.
electronica 2018 will give visitors and delegates
an impressive three ways to get the latest thinking and information on electronics technology
within the automotive sector. These are trade
fair itself, the Automotive Forum and the electronica Automotive Conference (eAC).
On Monday November 12, 2018 – the day
before the fair opens, prominent speakers
at the electronica Automotive Conference
(eAC) will address both managers and technicians. Alongside their presentations, they will
also be discussing current technology trends
and strategies for the worldwide automotive
industry. As well as emission-free and autonomous driving up to level 5, a focal point for
the conference will be the interesting topic of
so-called last-mile vehicles as part of the overall mobility mix.
At the Automotive Forum, presentations from
expert speakers and panel discussions will be
taking place across all four days of the trade
fair. Sales engineers, electronics developers,
system designers, project leaders, supply chain
managers and anyone that works on automotive development projects should make their
way to exhibition hall B4 where they can find
out more about important trends and speak
to experts and colleagues about the latest market and technology news.
Medicine in a digital world
The health industry is going through a
period of dramatic change. We are seeing
more and more digital solutions throughout the patient journey – at every stage
from prevention and diagnosis to treatment.
Medicine 4.0 can only work on the basis of

collaborative efforts at the point where the
medical and engineering disciplines overlap.
Electronics are at the very heart of innovations within the medical technology sector.
There are already plenty of examples of vital
developments from the past, such as X-ray
machines and pacemakers. And now, as
health care becomes increasingly digitized
with networking, smart data analysis, and
telemedicine, electronics have come to be an
integral element. The result of this is further
market growth, which is boosted by aging
and booming global populations as well
as by a greater focus on individualization
within medicine.
On that basis, Global Market Insights is anticipating that the international medical electronics market will generate sales of USD 148
billion by 2024, with a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 12 percent. According
to marketsandmarkets, the turnover for medical IoT devices is expected to be just under
USD 64 billion by 2023, with a CAGR of 25
percent. The same analysts are also forecasting a little over USD 132 billion for the global
e-health market by 2023.
All of this opportunity is, however, offset by a
whole host of risks that are not to be underestimated. For instance, the market concentration is set to continue to rise alongside the
competition from emerging markets. Not to
mention that huge IT companies from outside of the industry (the likes of Google and
Apple) are on the verge of advancing into the
first health market given that many innovations in future are going to be based on data
and software. Plus, regulatory requirements
surrounding market and product approval,
such as the amended EU Medical Device Regulation, slow down the rate of growth and
bring about considerable costs. And then
there are the serious security risks associated
with online networking (IoT).
In 2018, the spotlight will be shining on medical electronics for the very first time when
the field has its own dedicated conference
(November 15, ICM). The event will see doctors and electronics engineers entering into
discussions about the future of the medical
sector. The issues covered will include smart
medical devices, cloud computing, data security and sovereignty, blockchain technology,
collaborative robots, smart contracts, usability, artificial intelligence, telemedicine, and
Medicine 4.0.
The focus of the Medical Electronics Forum
(Hall C3, Stand 534 in the morning on November 16) is on wearables. After all, they are set
to have a major impact on the health care
sector and medical treatment. Once they are
connected to the Internet, they enable doctors
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to monitor their patients’ health remotely and
give constant care to chronically sick people.
Older people will also be able to live independent lives in familiar surroundings for longer
thanks to wearables. Plus, smart analysis of
the data will allow for the health care system
to be optimized even further.

investment programs. Analysts from Zion
Market Research believe that profits from
IoT sensors will grow to USD 27.38 billion
by 2022, at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of over 24 percent. High sale figures
will come courtesy of Industry 4.0 and the
automotive sector, as well as from medical
electronics. That’s why sensors play a leading role in many areas of the electronica 2018
exhibition, as well as in the conferences taking
place around the event.

Sensors – turning things into a source
of data
The digital world depends on data. That data
increasingly comes from networked, intelligent sensor technology. As one of the key
technologies for the future developments in
IoT, autonomous driving, Industry 4.0, smart
healthcare, and smart cities – you will find it
in many of the sectors and events electronica.

The exhibition areas Sensor Technology,
Micro and Nanosystems (Hall B3), Measurement and Checking (Hall A3), Embedded
(Hall B5), and Automotive (Hall B4) cover
the full spectrum of sensor technology from
hardware and software right through to complex systems and services.

With the advent of the “Internet of things”, the
Internet is continuing to force its way deeper
into all areas of private and professional life.
Sensors play a key role in this development, as
they turn every “thing” into a source of data.
In so doing, they build bridges between the
analogue and digital worlds in vehicles, smart
cities, smart factories, smart homes, and in
medicine. The sheer variety of applications is
naturally leading to explosive growth in the
number of different types of sensors available,
all of them based on around a dozen basic
measurement principles.

New hall layout at electronica
In the past there were only two entrances –
West and East. As a result, the flow of visitors
moved from west to east or vice versa. This
had a considerable influence on the positioning of the segments, which were arranged
according to the direction visitors were walking in. By integrating halls C2 and C3, as well
as the newly built halls C5 and C6, electronica
now also has North, North West and North
East entrances, which allows access to the
exhibition grounds from all sides. At the same
time, a north-south arrangement of the segments in the future will ensure an even spread
of visitors across the entire grounds.

The development of smart sensors plays a
particularly important role in this context.
In addition to acquisition, sensors now also
combine preparation and processing in a
single component. With the help of microprocessors, sensors become interfaces with
higher-level systems without the need for an
external computer.

With the new layout, semiconductors will be
in halls A4, B4, C4 and the adjacent halls B5,
C5 and C3. As a co-located event, SEMICON
Europa will take up part of hall A4. The automotive and embedded systems segments and,
directly adjacent to them, displays and sensors
will also move closer to the center. Electromechanics/system periphery, relays and casing
technology are another segment that take up
more than two halls, which is why we have
chosen a north to south arrangement on the
grounds for this as well. In 2018, exhibitors
from these areas will be in halls A2, B2 and C2
at electronica. Circuit carriers and EMS will
move to halls A1 and B1, and passive components to A6 and B6. As a result, the remaining
areas will move too.

The VDE – a German electronics industry
association – believes that the sensor market
has enormous potential for growth. It predicts
the number of sensors on the market will rise
from ten billion currently to one hundred trillion by 2030. According to a survey by Germany’s Association for Sensors and Measurement
(AMA), the German sensor industry, which is
overwhelmingly made up of SMEs, is particularly eager to embark on new research and

To provide additional guidance for visitors, the segments are color-coded, both on
the hall plan and on the grounds, e.g. with
appropriately colored carpets. When positioning the segments on the grounds, it was
also important to us to not only get visitors
to their desired area as quickly as possible,
but to also inspire them. electronica therefore positioned the segments in such a way
that neighboring topics are next to each
other wherever possible. n
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Creative Chips becomes ARM
Approved Design Partner
Creative Chips Microelectronics has been
participating in the ARM Approved Design
Partner Program since September 2018 after
a successful audit. The combination of powerful ARM IP with the expertise of Creative
Chips in mixed-signal ASIC design enables
the realization of complex SoCs for automotive and industrial automation applications.
The “ARM Approved Design Partner” program is a global network of certified companies that offer services based on globally
leading ARM IP. As an audited member, Creative Chips GmbH offers its customers the
complete range of services from the development of an ASIC/ASSP to the management
of the entire production supply chain. End
customers benefit from the cooperation with
the Bingen-based semiconductor company,
whose processes, technical expertise, quality
management and financial stability have been
certified by ARM.
News ID 6559
Panasonic: components and solutions
for mobility, living space and business
Panasonic Industry has announced its technology line-up for electronica 2018. Since
its repositioning last year, Panasonic Industry
offers one of the broadest product portfolios
on the market, encompassing electronic components, devices and modules, complete solutions and production facilities, and advanced
services and training.
At electronica, Panasonic Industry is showcasing its technological heritage, core competencies and products in the mobility, living
space and business sector. Visitors will have a
chance see inspiring exhibits, explore demos
and meet with experts, seeing for themselves
how Panasonic provides solutions that enable
customers to meet tomorrow’s new challenges
heads-on.A smarter transport system that
caters for social, economic and environmental
sustainability is arguably one of the most critical prerequisites for creating a viable future.
Designing and delivering transport systems
that provide environmentally friendly, safe,
cost-effective and technologically informed
travel alternatives address this issue and
Panasonic Industry is showcasing its involvement and sponsorship with the Hyperloop
transportation concept on the stand, as well
as its other projects in the field of e-mobility and transportation. Hyperloop is a new
transportation concept where a high-speed
train travels in a near-vacuum tube which
allows the capsule to travel at supersonic
speed – faster than any commercial train or
car will be able to in the foreseeable future.
News ID 6596
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DATA MODUL: LCD controller
age sizes extend from 1.6 × 1.0 mm to 13.4
boards on show at electronica
× 4.9 mm. The frequency range lies between
DATA MODUL’s self-developed controller
32.768 kHz and 125 MHz. These pulse generaboard series eMotion was specially designed
tors are optimally dovetailed for use in quartz
for industrial requirements. Beyond all
watches and many industrial applications.
trends, long term availability, quality and
stability remain the basic requirements for
The focal point of the Würth Elektronik eiSos
professional applications. According to the
trade show presence is the main booth with its
customer´s needs the various scaler boards
twelve thematic areas. Here the group of comof the eMotion family are realized with a
panies demonstrates its innovative strength
variety of video inputs (DisplayPort 1.1, 1.2, on the basis of typical examples. Horticulture
VGA(RGB), DVI-D, DVI-I, HDMI, CVBS/
LEDs are to be seen on the “Optoelectronic
YC). Apart from standard TFTs with single/
Solutions” thematic area, for instance, which
dual channel LVDS input and resolutions
can be matched to special plant breeding
up to 1920 x 1200 pixels, panels can also be
requirements in a greenhouse. The theme of
controlled with quad channel LVDS, eDP (8 “EMC Shielding and Cable Solutions” is prolanes), V-BY-One (8 lanes) and resolutions up
moted with interesting experimental setups
to 3840 x 2160 (UHD). Special features of the
on suppression and the filter effect of compohigh-end boards, such as DDC/CI support, nents. Other thematic areas are dedicated to
OSD via RS232, Picture-in-Picture (PiP), Pic- “EMC Onboard Solutions”, “Connector Soluture-by-Picture (PBP) and Frame Rate Con- tions”, “Electromechanical Solutions”, “RF &
verter (FRC), enable low cost integration into
Frequency Solutions”, “Signal & Communicademanding monitor applications. Further- tions Solutions”, as well as two stations with
more, ambient light and proximity sensors, as
Power Management Solutions. The presenwell as a “Daisy Chain” function for video wall
tation of reference designs with IC partners
applications can be integrated.
at the “Design & Support” thematic exemplifies the strong customer orientation of
News ID 6586
Würth Elektronik. The REDEXPERT online
platform for easier component selection and
Würth: four booths full of
simulation is also presented, as well as the
innovations at electronica 2018
SMART5 area.
Würth Elektronik eiSos is represented at elecNews ID 6585
tronica 2018 with no fewer than four booths.
Highlights include the launch of the new
Silicon Labs to highlight smart
product groups - Resistors, Sensors as well as
home and IIoT connectivity
Quartz Crystals and Oscillators. Würth ElekJoin Silicon Labs at electronica, to explore
tronik eiSos unveils its new Resistors product
group for the first time at electronica 2018, the latest silicon, software and solutions for
namely: firstly resistors for current measure- a smarter, more connected world. Discover
what’s next for the Internet of Things, disment applications. These include metal plate
cuss the latest IoT innovations with wireless
resistors, which, with their very low resistance
experts, and see live demonstrations of Bluevalues down to 10 mΩ, are used to measure
currents up to 50 A. The second resistor group, tooth, Wi-Fi and Zigbee connectivity for the
smart home and industrial IoT.
the thick film resistors, are used to measure
low currents in the hundredth-Ampere range.
Discover how to add Bluetooth 5 connectivity
The resistance values in the low to medium
to end node designs with zero programming
range are from 100 mΩ to 270 Ω.
and no Bluetooth expertise. Pre-certified
With electronica 2018, Würth raises the cur- BGX13 Bluetooth Xpress PCB and SiP modules provide the easiest wireless development
tain on its new Sensor portfolio. The sensors
are based, among other things, on microelec- path. Connect with the experts in implementing secure, reliable, large-scale Bluetooth mesh
tromechanical systems (MEMS). All sensors
networks. Check out Silicon Labs’ demo highhave an application-specific integrated circuit
lighting the capabilities of Bluetooth mesh for
(ASIC) in common. This ensures that sensor
signals are processed with temperature com- smart lighting. Add energy-friendly Wi-Fi to
your IoT designs. Silicon Labs’ WFx200 Wi-Fi
pensation and filter algorithms in the sensor
devices – including the world’s smallest Wi-Fi
itself. Another highlight on this booth: highly
SiP module with built-in antenna/crystal –
efficient, proprietary wireless solutions and
deliver best-in-class power savings for longer
new Bluetooth, Wireless-m-Bus and WiFi
modules. The Würth Elektronik eiSos sub- battery life. Seamlessly control Zigbee-enabled, interoperable smart home devices from
sidiary “IQD Frequency Products” showcases
quartz crystals and oscillators. In the future, multiple name brand vendors. See how Zigbee/Bluetooth Low Energy multiprotocol
piezoelectric crystals and oscillators will be
connectivity can enhance the user experience.
available in 24 different packages in the Würth
Elektronik eiSos standard portfolio. The packNews ID 6609
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Seica to present power and performance
of new VIVA Next platform
Seica and innovation is a combination that
customers worldwide have come to expect.
This year at electronica, Seica will be showing the power and performance of the new
VIVA Next hardware and software platform
in a totally innovative setting: a virtual factory, where visitors will be able to explore,
hands-on, inside and out, Seica’s Pilot V8
flying probe tester, as well as view the fully
automated Compact SL for in-circuit and
functional test and the Firefly Next, Seica’s
cutting-edge, laser-based selective soldering
system.

driver, and in the cabin; and for precision
management of high-voltage battery packs for
electric drive systems.
The integration of products of the former
Linear Technology business has broadened
Analog’s offering in, among others, the power
arena. The latest offerings in an established
product line – Silent Switcher – will be joined
by a ‘hot topic’ in the energy conversion space:
bi-directional power flow and control.
The breadth of sensing technologies shown
and deployed on the company’s electronica
2018 stand will further emphasize Analog

Devices’ key strategic presence at the interface between the real, physical world and the
digital one. In addition to strain gauges and
MEMS accelerometers/gyros in industrial and
transportation settings, a highlight will be the
company’s industrial RADAR sensing capability, alongside the new xMR sensing technology that supersedes conventional optical
angle sensing to solve a wide range of industrial measurement challenges. Also in this
domain will be demonstrations centered on
gas sensing, and on airborne aerosol characterization.
News ID 6512

In addition, several Seica Mini line test and
programming stations will be on display in
the Technology Area of the booth, where visitors will be able to see the power of VIVA Next
software and experience how easy it is to create functional tests using the Seica’s graphical
Quicktest environment or simply using MS
Excel.
News ID 6608
ADI to show mastery of digital-tophysical interface
Analog Devices’ presence at the electronica
2018 trade fair will be its largest ever, as well as
being the first show to feature the company’s
expanded range of technologies following the
successful acquisition of Linear Technology.
A broad range of demonstrations will showcase every aspect of the company’s mission to
sense, measure, power, connect and interpret,
across a range of markets including industrial,
automotive, and instrumentation.
Demonstrations in the industrial space will
show the solutions that ADI can offer at
every point, from sensors and data collection,
through signal processing, motion control
algorithms and power regulation, to transmission of performance data to the cloud.
The stand will showcase a range of complete
system application demos and solutions that
illustrate the capabilities of multiple ADI
products and technologies. For example, the
perennial problem of isolated and accurate
current measurement will be addressed with
an innovative application of AMR (anisotropic magneto-resistive) sensors for completely
contactless operation. By contrast, a robotics
arm and a wind turbine model will showcase ADI capabilities in sensing mechanical
parameters, data acquisition, security and
analysis, and power control.
In the domain of transportation and automation applications, the ADI stand will feature
solutions for infotainment such as developments in the Automotive Audio Bus (A2B)
world, for sensing and feedback around the
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Embedded Forum

Preview Embedded Forum at electronica - Munich, Nov 13-16, 2018
The Embedded Forum at electronica in Hall B5, Stand 239, is a theater-style presentation area with free
access for all electronica visitors.
Technology now underpins almost every aspect of modern life, with embedded electronics forming the core
of many systems. Aspencore will once again stage a four-day program of panel discussions, technical presentations about technologies, trends and product innovations across a wide range of embedded technologies, from chips and components to tools, software, boards and modules.
Two of the key industry trends that we’ve seen this year is the growth in ecosystems addressing the potential
opportunities from the Internet of Things (IoT), both in industrial and consumer environments, and the growth
in the development of artificial intelligence (AI) based systems with the massive processing requirements it
requires.

These both lead to many challenges around everything form sensor technologies, to the handling and processing of the data. Issues include things like power consumption, IoT security, and debates around edge
processing vs the cloud. In addition, there’s an increasing demand for huge amounts of intelligence to be
embedded into devices.
The Embedded Forum will explore many of these topics with key players from industry and through panel
discussions. The sessions will include coverage of topics like Industry 4.0 / industrial automation, low power
edge performance, smart motors and controls and sensors. There will also be a look at processor architectures, connectivity technologies like 5G, and developments in memory.

embedded-forum.electronics-know-how.com
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Tuesday, November 13
13h00 - 13h30
Special Report: Industry 4.0

Nitin Dahad, Aspencore
With more and more awareness of the benefits of IoT, this report will look at the key players and platforms enabling
more connected devices in industrial control systems and infrastructure, plus a special look at the all-important security
aspects.

13h30-14h00
Make your IoT computing efficient and secure

Martin Unverdorben, Product Manager for Computer-on-Modules, KONTRON
Cloud, Edge and Fog computing is everywhere and everybody is talking about it. In industrial surroundings traditional
server approaches cannot provide the required robustness for operation in harsh industrial environments. Several
Computer-on-Modules concepts can help here to provide the regarding durability and robustness for different approaches
in an inhomogeneous network.

14h00 - 14h30
How 1.2V Ultra-Low-Voltage Flash and High Speed Flash Optimize the Edge Node Performance

William Chen, Flash Memory Product Marketing Deputy Director, Winbond
As the Flash market prepares to standardize on new low-voltage ICs and dedicated to pursuing higher speed for
automotive multiple display feature, Winbond has demostrated the feasibility of producing flash ICs operate from supply
voltage as low as 1.2V and acheive high performance serial NAND fast speed 83MB/s and 166MB/s on a dual quad.

14h30 - 15h00
Condition-Based Monitoring for Industrial Automation

Pete Sopcik, Analog Devices
Condition-based monitoring in the industrial space is expanding beyond the most critical machinery on the factory floor
due in part to next-generation technologies that provide high performance in smaller, mechanically optimized solutions.
Breakthroughs in MEMS sensors, evolving communication requirements, optimized signal chains and processing
techniques as well as insights into mechanical design and packaging enable real-time monitoring of equipment and
enable advanced diagnostic and predictive applications. During this session we will introduce the various technologies
that enable next-generation condition-based monitoring solutions and review some of the design considerations and
performance requirements necessary to optimize these solutions for industrial applications.

15h00 - 15h30
Arrow’s end-to-end security technology stack

Hector Tejero, Arrow Europe
Arrow Security from Sensor to Sunset can help your business secure and manage your IoT devices throughout their
lifecycle.Wether your company designs IoT devices or you just use IoT to benefit your business, Arrow’s end-to-end
security technology stack can help you to achieve the security solution for your use case.
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15h30 - 16h00
Innovation by integration - smart motor control

Christian Daniel, Infineon
Today’s inverterized motor control systems in Small and Major Home Appliances must fulfill a growing list of technical
demands. Stable and smooth motor starting, low acoustic noise, wide range of operating speeds and vibration
suppressing are just few of them. New energy efficiency regulations also require reconsidering of concepts how today’s
motor & PFC implementations are done. At the same time system cost reductions and time to market reductions are
still one of key challenges companies are confronted with.

16h00 - 17h00
Panel Discussion: Are open architectures the way forward?

Moderated by Aspencore
With open architectures (like RISC-V) now being more widely adopted, will this be the driver to open up the market
for more flexibility and versatility in hardware designs to address rapid device deployment needs and lower volume
production runs needed to serve mass personalization?

17h00 - 17h30
Mind of The Engineer

Rich Quinnell, Editor, Aspencore Media
Aspencore regularly surveys its worldwide engineering audience, seeking to understand “The Mind of the Engineer.”
Questions cover work conditions, job satisfaction, information-gathering methods, and a host of other details to gain
insights into how design engineering is being practiced across the globe, and exploring the regional and generational
variations. Aspencore Special Projects Editor Rich Quinnell will be presenting the highlights of the 2018 survey results
in a 20-minute session open to all Electronica attendees.

Wednesday, November 14
10h30 - 11h00
Special Report: Addressing the growth in AI

Nitin Dahad, Aspencore
The explosive growth in machine learning applications and more demand likely from all kinds of industry verticals, we’ll
take a look at some of the chips, technologies and architectures aiming to address the need, plus some of the work
being done on new architectures being developed to overcome current bottlenecks in performance or capability.

11h00 - 11h30
Samsung ARTIK IoT Platform overview

Ashish Sethi, Samsung ARTIK EMEA
The ARTIK IoT Platform makes it easy for developers to create connected IoT solutions and intelligent solutions on the
edge. We will show you how our platform takes away the inherent difficulties of connectivity, security, and edge analytics
and allows you to focus on making great connected, intelligent, and secure IoT products.

11h30 - 12h00
Ultra-Low-Power DRAM: A “Green” Memory in IoT devices

Derek Lin, DRAM Product Marketing Department Manager, Winbond
The duty cycle of the current processors is typically characterised by long periods of very low levels of activity, as the
operating system and radio devices tick over in the background, punctuated by short bursts of intense activity. The
same pattern may be observed in the low-power DRAM main memory. Now Winbond is offering a way to extend the
power savings available from Partial Array Self-Refresh (PASR), which was already specified in the JEDEC standard
by implementing a new Deep Self-Refresh (DSR) mode.
November 2018
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12h00 - 12h30
Mind of The Engineer

Rich Quinnell, Editor, Aspencore Media
Aspencore regularly surveys its worldwide engineering audience, seeking to
understand “The Mind of the Engineer.” Questions cover work conditions, job
satisfaction, information-gathering methods, and a host of other details to gain
insights into how design engineering is being practiced across the globe, and
exploring the regional and generational variations. Aspencore Special Projects
Editor Rich Quinnell will be presenting the highlights of the 2018 survey results
in a 20-minute session open to all Electronica attendees.

12h30 - 13h00
Embedded HMIs and Panel PCs “Made in Germany”

Christoph Kutzera, Key Account Management - Custom Solutions, Garz &
Fricke
G&F offers a wide range of highly modular and scalable embedded HMI
platforms and Panel-PCs. We focus on the key aspects of sophisticated
integration and customization for OEMs on the base of proven concepts and
system architecture for applications in many different vertical markets. What
does a successful project require? Individual consulting, close cooperation
with our customers and monitoring, so that they can benefit from our longtime
experience e.g. in development, design, mechanical adaption, touch-controller
programming and cover glass selection, including the matching GUI tools and
stacks too. Last but not least our in-house-manufacturing guarantees highest
quality “Made in Germany”.

13h00 - 14h00
Panel Discussion: Edge or cloud: what’s the right approach for
Industrie 4.0?

Moderated by Aspencore
With more and more concerns about security, plus the need to put more
intelligence at the edge, how do you strike the right balance between putting
your resources at the edge and in the cloud?

14h00 - 14h30
Pushing Valuable Assets to The Limit With Industrial IoT

Steven Wu, Vice President, DFI
In the past, the engineers passively understood the status of the production
equipment. By leveraging the large amount of data from industrial IoT
applications, condition-based maintenance has gradually shifted to predictive
maintenance strategies, letting users be able to initiatively optimize
maintenance processes and boost up production capacity.

14h30 - 15h00
Securing your IoT with Winbond Flash Solutions

Jackson Huang, Flash Memory Senior Marketing Director, Winbond
How secure is your IoT design? Can your boot code be changed? This session
explores different security hacks against your IoT design and recommends
appropriate Winbond solutions to defend against these threats. The session
discusses flash with sectors and blocks that can be protected from program/
erase, flash with multi-layer authentication capability for different layers in the
chain of trust, and flash that can be uniquely paired with the chipset with all
communications encrypted and signed and is immuned to physical attacks.
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15h00 - 15h30
How to secure cloud connected IoT devices – A practical approach
Dr. Josef Haid, Infineon
How to secure cloud connected IoT devices – A practical approach.

15h30 - 16h00
Arrow IoT Solutions – From Sensor to Sunset

Andrew Bickley, Arrow Europe
Arrow’s Distribution capabilities now extend to support customers with complete Technology Platforms and Solutions.
By aggregating electronics and enterprise computing solutions, Arrow is enabling customers from ideation through the
complete technology stack, creating optimized designs capable of scaling for mass-production and full deployment.
Complex designs are supported by Arrow in-house engineering services and system integration. Our design competence
helps customers address big business challenges and create easy to use and easy to deploy solutions.

16h00 - 16h30
Samsung ARTIK IoT Platform Überblick (German)

Tom Van Den Bussche, Samsung ARTIK EMEA
Die ARTIK IoT-Plattform erleichtert es Entwicklern, vernetzte IoT- und Edge-Lösungen zu erstellen. Wir zeigen Ihnen,
wie unsere Plattform die mit Konnektivität, Sicherheit und Edge Analytics verbundenen Schwierigkeiten beseitigt und
Ihnen ermöglicht, sich auf die Herstellung von großartigen, intelligenten und sicheren IoT-Produkten zu konzentrieren.

Thursday, November 15
10h00 - 10h30
Special Report: High-level programming

Nitin Dahad, Aspencore
Looking at the general trends in industry for programming, model-based design, and even using AI techniques in
designing with high-level languages.

10h30 - 11h00
Using Samsung ARTIK to create a smart, connected speaker

Samsung
Voice control & smart speakers are everywhere and we will show you how to use Samsung ARTIK IoT platform to create
an integrated smart digital assistant. How does ARTIK make this easier? What are the pitfalls you should be concerned
with when designing for wireless? These and more questions answered by Samsung ARTIK IoT platform

11h00 - 11h30
Using Samsung ARTIK IoT platform to enhance your application

Rohit Bhola, Samsung
We’ll show you how you can enhance your application by getting connected and leveraging mobile Apps to remotely
configure and control specific IoT products and applications. This dramatically enhances the value of your products by
allowing your users to have more control over many features that you integrate.

11h30 - 12h00
Winbond SpiStack Memory for OTA applications

Jackson Huang, Flash Memory Senior Marketing Director
In the days of IoT where systems are connected, regular code update has become the norm. System designers are
asked to devise code update strategies which invariably involve updating the firmware stored in flash memories for
systems that have been deployed in the field. Such capability has been generalized as OTA. While it strictly means Overthe-Air, it encompasses updates via both wired and wireless methods. This session introduces Winbond’s homogenous
SpiStack memories and explains how they can be used to facilitate and simplify the OTA process.
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12h00 - 12h30
Arrow Development Tools and Production-ready Solution Platforms

Amir Sherman & Kristof Seja, Arrow Europe
In the last one year Arrow has transformed into a technology platform provider. Nothing shows this better than the wide
spectrum of Arrow Development Tools covering various technologies. Whether you are a beginner or an experienced
developer you will find the right platform. You can evaluate a wide range wireless technologies including BLE, BLE
Mesh, Thread, ZigBee, SigFox, LoRa and NB-IoT just to mention a few.Arrow even took this to the next level. Some
Development boards are certified and customizable giving you the ability to go into production with the same platform
you used for development.The session will give you an overview on the existing platforms and solutions and shed light
on how you can leverage the benefits of Arrow Solutions.

12h30 - 13h00
Mind of The Engineer

Rich Quinnell, Editor, Aspencore Media
Aspencore regularly surveys its worldwide engineering audience, seeking to understand “The Mind of the Engineer.”
Questions cover work conditions, job satisfaction, information-gathering methods, and a host of other details to gain
insights into how design engineering is being practiced across the globe, and exploring the regional and generational
variations. Aspencore Special Projects Editor Rich Quinnell will be presenting the highlights of the 2018 survey results
in a 20-minute session open to all Electronica attendees.

13h00 - 13h30
Secure, Flexible and Global integration for IoT devices Making IoT work

Christian Blersch, Inperio Systems GmbH
We give you an overview about secure communication for all IoT devices and show you, how to integrate and manage
them in a heterogenous world.

13h30 - 14h00
Development of embedded system in China

Yorbe Zhang, Aspencore
This speech will focus on the market and development trends of embedded system in China, including current situation
of embedded computing system, key application breakdown, development language breakdown, as well as embedded
software revenue analysis, key Chinese embedded system players, and IoT adoption and application trends.

14h00 - 15h00
Panel Discussion: Addressing new opportunities enabled by 5G

Moderated by Aspencore
The deployment of 5G will not just be at operator level anymore, since it enables many more private networks to be
deployed at enterprise and local/regional level. What opportunities does that bring for hardware/software platforms
targeted at enterprises looking to implement their own networks?

15h00 - 15h30
Quality and failure analyzes at plug connectors

Dipl. Ing (TU) Holger Krumme, Managing Director-Technical Operations, HTV Halbleiter-Test & Vertriebs-GmbH
Plug connectors play a major role in today‘s electronics so a high reliability of these components is essential for the
whole system‘s quality. To ensure high quality or analyze failures different methods are available. Those can be nondestructive testing, e.g. X-Ray inspection (2D or 3D), thickness measurements and quantitative composition analysis
by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) or measurement of contact resistance as well as destructive test like microsectioning for SEM/EDS analysis or space-resolved hardness measurements. Another aspect of quality assurance
respectively qualification is the performance of endurance and environmental tests. Some of these methods are shown
and illustrated with examples from the real life.
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15h30 - 16h00
The edge is getting smarter: AI in the IoT driven by Arrow

Lukasz Grzymkowski, Arrow Europe
With the advent of the Internet of Things, everyone knows that pretty much everything is becoming smarter. From
kitchen appliances to cars and infrastructure, the devices are connected and intelligent. While the cost of hardware is
dropping, the performance and compute are getting cheaper and more accessible. This holds especially true for the
embedded world of IoT.So, if your fridge has more processing power than your laptop, then why shouldn’t it remind you
to buy milk on your way home?This talk discusses the shift of AI and Machine Learning from the Cloud-hosted approach
to running Machine Learning models on the IoT and edge devices.

16h00 - 16h30
Sustainable success through RFID innovation
ELATEC GmbH

Friday, November 15
11h00 - 11h30
Special Report: Industry 4.0

Nitin Dahad, Aspencore
With more and more awareness of the benefits of IoT, this report will look at the key players and platforms enabling
more connected devices in industrial control systems and infrastructure, plus a special look at the all-important security
aspects.

11h30 - 12h00
Safeguarding Your Personal Digital Data with Winbond TrustME Secure Flash

CS Lin, Flash Memory Marketing Executive, Winbond
In the data driven world, the collection of individual’s personal data is increasing, and the manner in which they are
stored and processed continues to grow more sophisticated resulting in raising the concerns and challenges of privacy
protection. In this session, we will explore common security threats to personal digital data stored in standard flash
memory, how Winbond TrustME Secure Flash defends against these security threats and the usage example of
Fingerprints protection for Smart Door Lock.

12h00 - 12h30
Mind of The Engineer

Rich Quinnell, Editor, Aspencore Media
Aspencore regularly surveys its worldwide engineering audience, seeking to understand “The Mind of the Engineer.”
Questions cover work conditions, job satisfaction, information-gathering methods, and a host of other details to gain
insights into how design engineering is being practiced across the globe, and exploring the regional and generational
variations. Aspencore Special Projects Editor Rich Quinnell will be presenting the highlights of the 2018 survey results
in a 20-minute session open to all Electronica attendees.

12h30 - 14h00
Open Standards for Embedded Computing

Presented by SGET
SGET a technical, scientific and educational not-for-profit association and focuses on open standards for embedded
computing. During this session, you will be introduced to and updated about SMARC - a versatile small form factor
computer module definition target ing applications that require low power, low costs, and high performance; QSEVEN
– this concept is an off-the-shelf, multi vendor, Computer-On-Module that integrates all the core components of a
common PC and is mounted onto an application specific carrier board; EMBEDDED NUC™ - specifies a new industrial
standard for small form-factor PCs inspired by the Intel® NUC systems (used in consumer products; UNIVERSAL IOT
CONNECTOR - consisting of three interface descriptions: hardware, configuration interface and application interface.
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Power Electronics Forum

Preview Power Electronics Forum at electronica - Munich, Nov 13-16, 2018

This year at electronica, Aspencore
will be holding a Power Electronics
Forum, a four-day series of panels
and presentations in Hall A6 at stand
158. The panels will cover critical industry topics like automotive power,
Industry 4.0, and the Smart Grid. Will
renewables eventually dominate the
grid? What will be under the hood of
your next car? How will Industry 4.0
impact manufacturing?

The presentations and panels are
open to all attendees, and active
participation through intelligent questions are encouraged. The Aspencore
Power Electronic Forum will be a
place to learn and interact, while
participating in one of the largest
electronic conferences in the world.

power-forum.electronics-know-how.com
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Embedded AI empowers predictive
maintenance and anomaly detection
By Knut Dettmer, Renesas Electronics

With its flexible and scalable
e-AI concept, Renesas offers a future-proof real-time, low power
artificial intelligence processing
solution that is unique in the industry
and addresses the specific needs for
artificial intelligence in embedded
devices at the endpoint.


The

evolution of artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies such as machine learning and
deep learning has been remarkable in recent
years. The range of applications is rapidly
expanding from cloud-centric applications
mainly focused on the IT field to the embedded systems market. AI enables embedded
devices to dynamically react and adapt to
changes in the operating environment, and
to adapt to the constantly changing state and
condition of a device or machine.
The trend to move AI processing from centralized cloud processing platforms to the
endpoint is motivated by a variety of reasons. First, bandwidth constraints limit the
capability to deliver the required data from
the observation point to a cloud processing unit to process the related analytics. For
many devices and machines, there may even
be no cloud connection available. This may
be motivated by infrastructure restriction or
by data privacy concerns. Still, one might well
like to enjoy the many benefits from using AI
technology to improve product performance
and the overall equipment efficiency. Secondly, even if cloud connectivity with enough
bandwidth is available, many AI applications
are required to infer data in real-time, within
milli- or microseconds. With connectivity
technology today, this is not achievable. A
cloud connection is unreliable and non-deNovember 2018

terministic in terms of latency and introduces
more than several dozens of milliseconds
delay. Thirdly, data privacy is another motivation to process the analytics at the embedded
endpoint and not in the cloud. Many industry segments regard the processed data itself
as proprietary and are sensitive to share this
data outside their own network. For example, healthcare devices collect personal data
about individual health that must be highly
restricted in terms of data distribution. In
industrial automation, the analyzed data
reveals how processes are controlled in a factory and is considered core know-how of the
production company. Finally, data protection
laws place a lot of restrictions on how end user
data can be stored and processed.
Other advantages of working at the endpoint
include the possibility to create hierarchical
networked AI systems that are robust and
scalable while being optimized on an individual use case in terms of performance and
power consumption. When looking at these
issues, the need for efficient AI inference at
the embedded endpoint becomes obvious. It
demands efficient endpoints that can infer,
pre-process and filter data in real-time. All
to optimize device performance and analyze
the respective application-specific data points
directly at the endpoint, while avoiding all the
aforementioned constraints.
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A common goal for AI is to improve the overall equipment efficiency, which targets maximizing the device availability, performance
and output. Using e-AI methods from Renesas, one can implement predictive maintenance measures that continuously analyze the
state and condition of a device to indicate necessary maintenance before the performance
of the device degrades, avoiding unplanned
downtime at the same time. Through these
measurement analytics, the time for maintenance can be optimized individually for a
specific device or machine. That results in a
dynamic individual maintenance plan which
is much more cost-efficient than operating on
a static maintenance plan.
It is important to understand that embedded AI processing typically means inference
processing. In AI terminology, inference is
the process in which captured data is analyzed by a pre-trained AI model. In embedded
applications, applying a pre-trained model to
a specific task is the typical generic use case.
In contrast, creating a model is called training (or learning) and requires a completely
different scale of processing performance.
Therefore, training is typically done by high
performance processing entities, often provided by cloud services. Depending on model
complexity, training a model can take minutes,
hours, weeks, or even months. e-AI process-

Artificial Intelligence

Figure 1. Motivation for embedded AI in the endpoint

Figure 2. Learning vs Inference

Figure 3. Embedding neural network processing onto Renesas devices

Figure 4. Renesas e-AI capability index
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ing does not normally attempt to tackle these
kinds of model creation tasks. Instead, it will
help to improve the performance of a device
using pre-trained models. Taking advantage
of the data generated by rapidly increasing
data received from sensors, e-AI can ensure
that the devices output operate at the ideal
state, whether in an industrial drive, a washing
machine or a footstep detector. This is where
Renesas focusses - endpoint intelligence.
As a leading semiconductor manufacturing
company, Renesas has implemented such
mechanisms in their factories. The technologies developed from these activities put
Renesas in a position to share them with our
customers and therefore enable our customers to enjoy all their benefits. More concretely,
the company has implemented anomaly
detection and predictive maintenance algorithms based on neural network architectures
to optimize performance of plasma edging
machines in its Naka factory. The results were
so convincing that further proof of concepts
was implemented with a variety of customers and partners. For example, GE Healthcare
Japan Hino Factory is utilizing an AI unit
which is based on the Renesas e-AI technology
for improving their productivity. Our partner

Advantech provides this AI unit as easy retrofit option to implement e-AI technologies for
existing machines or devices.
When moving AI processing to the endpoint,
power performance becomes of prime importance. An off-the-shelf graphics card or smartphone accelerator will exceed the power and
size limitations of industrial applications by
many times. Plus, solutions nowadays need
to have a platform approach and must scale
depending on the application requirements.
For instance, some basic algorithms might be
processed simply by the software of a microcontroller. Some others may need some basic
hardware accelerators. Still others might need
significant hardware acceleration to meet the
algorithms performance targets.
To address this variety of performance targets,
Renesas has developed a dynamically reconfigurable processor (DRP) module, that can
flexibly assign resources to accelerate e-AI
tasks. DRP uses highly parallel processing to
meet modern AI algorithm demands. As the
DRP design is optimized for low power consumption, it can support multiple use cases
of customized algorithms with rapid inference which will fit most embedded endpoint

requirements. This DRP enables high performance at low power, so that it fits ideally
into embedded applications. It is dynamically
reconfigurable, thus allowing adaption of
use cases and/or algorithms within the same
hardware.
The good news is that whatever level or acceleration is utilized, the software tools and
interfaces will stay the same. Renesas does not
provide its own learning frameworks but provides tools that translate neural network models into a format that can be executed on its
MCUs and MPUs. The translator takes neural network models from common training
frameworks such as Google TensorFlow as an
input. These frameworks are typically used to
train a neural network model. The inference
will be executed by the Renesas MCU/MPU
devices, simply by embedding the output of
the translator tools into the respective program. It is as easy as that. The initial e-AI/DRP
roadmap shows four performance classes,
each class adding ten times of neural network performance to the previous class. The
unique positioning for endpoint inference in
combination with Renesas MCU/MPU technology gives users an unmatched power/performance ratio for AI processing. n

Product News

Infineon

expands U.S.-based IoT security
research and development programs
With a global need to reinforce the security of
connected devices that are designed to work
without regular human interaction as part of
the Internet of Things, Infineon Technologies announced a new development initiative
in Silicon Valley and a corporate partnership
with the CyLab Security and Privacy Institute
at Carnegie Mellon University.
News ID 6521

Schaffner

introduces new series of RFI
filters with IEC Inlet C14 or C20
Schaffner introduces a new series of RFI filters with IEC Inlet C14 or C20. The dual-stage
high-performance FN 9255 filter series are an
addition to the market proven FN 92XX filter families and have been developed for high
frequency applications, above 30MHz. The
FN 9255 is the first power inlet designed by
Schaffner to operate up to 300MHz.
News ID 6543

Microchip: AVR

microcontrollers now
beta supported in MPLAB X
Microchip announces the release of MPLAB
X Integrated Development Environment version 5.05 which beta supports the majority of
AVR microcontrollers. This release will allow
designers who traditionally used PIC microcontrollers and developed with the MPLAB
November 2018

ecosystem to easily evaluate and incorporate
AVR MCUs into their applications. Support
for additional AVR MCUs and enhancements
will be added in future MPLAB versions. AVR
support will continue to be added to Atmel
Studio 7 and Atmel START for current and
future AVR devices.
News ID 6582

ept: compact

connectors with innovative
contact system
Phoenix Contact and ept are launching a new
series of robust board-to-board connectors
with 0.8 mm pitch. The jointly developed
connectors will be shown at electronica for
the first time. These connectors are equipped
with a new type of contact system that meets
the high safety requirements of industrial
PCB connections.
News ID 6553

ST

introduces STM32L5 ultra-low-power
MCU for more secured IoT
STMicroelectronics is bringing sophisticated cyber-protection to power-conscious
connected devices with the new STM32L5
microcontroller series featuring the Arm Cortex-M33 core. Building on the Cortex-M33,
which boosts protection for small devices by
integrating Arm’s TrustZone hardware-based
security, ST’s STM32L5-series MCUs add further enhancements including flexible software
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isolation, secure boot, key storage, and hardware cryptographic accelerators. They also
provide rich functionality, high performance,
and long run-times powered by coin cells or
energy harvesting.
News ID 6603

Manhattan

Skyline releases AMOLED
displays
Flexible and transparent AMOLEDs are nearing release. AMOLED displays are thinner,
lighter and more flexible than LCDs & LEDs.
The images produced by an AMOLED display
have high contrast and deep blacks. Very wide
viewing angle and wide colour gamut. Energy
efficiency is another feature compared to LCD.
News ID 6578

Renesas: R-Car-compatible

connected car
software development tools for Cloud
Service
To spur the development of cloud-linked services utilizing vehicle data, Renesas Electronics announced the availability of its Connected
Car Software Development Tools. Using the
new tools, developers working with the R-Car
system-on-chip family can create applications,
such as predictive safety infotainment applications that link dynamic data from the vehicle and the cloud in real time with algorithms
developed based on big data in the cloud.
News ID 6600
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Practical aspects of on-chip debug
and test infrastructures
By Jens Braunes, PLS

The more complex the embedded
application, the more expensive
it usually is to troubleshoot and test
the entire system. How efficiently you
can actually work with multicore
SoCs nowadays therefore depends
significantly on the internal debug
infrastructure of the particular chip.
With a view to the most popular
architectures, we reveal what needs
to be taken into account in practice.


Experience

has shown that chip manufacturers still do not invest very much in the
debug infrastructure for low-cost standard
systems. The situation is completely different in the automotive industry and industrial
sector, where extremely powerful multicore
controllers are increasingly being used. In
terms of software development, very much
higher demands are placed on debugging and
observability of the systems. This also affects
the available interfaces and the on-chip debug
functions.
Debugging and testing on real hardware
depends crucially upon an efficient access to
the system and the possibility to observe the
system state from the outside. In the simplest
case, the software itself reports its current
state to the outside via a terminal or serial
interface. This is known as printf debugging.
Dedicated debug interfaces allow a much
more efficient and comfortable access. However, this is not available for free. JTAG
(according to IEEE 1149.1) is certainly the
most widespread. Originally developed for
testing integrated circuits, JTAG still assumes
the role of de facto standard for debug access.
With at least five JTAG pins, and often additional chip-specific pins for reset, reference
voltage and vendor-specific signals used by
the on-chip debug system, the implementa-

tion is relatively complex. The related costs
are hardly acceptable, especially for small
microcontrollers and for end products in the
medium or low-price segment. In addition,
the achievable speed and robustness against
disturbances is in the meantime far from
state-of-the-art.
Unlike the standardized JTAG, the available
alternatives are mainly vendor-specific. Due
to the market dominance of some microcontroller architectures, however, some quasi-industry standards have developed. In any
case, the following should be mentioned here:
Serial Wire Debug (SWD) of the ARM CoreSight Debug and Trace IP (intellectual property), Device Access Port (DAP) from Infineon
and Low Pin Debug (LPD) from Renesas. As
a true successor for JTAG, and officially standardized, is cJTAG (IEEE 1149.7). cJTAG is
used for some devices from NXP. However,
the current market development, especially
due to the concentration on ARM Cortex and
thus on SWD, does not show a significant use
of cJTAG outside of the NXP portfolio.
All of the mentioned interfaces get by with
fewer pins, but at the same time often achieve
higher transfer speeds and are also more
robust against data transmission disturbances
due to built-in error detection in the protocols. Another common feature is that these
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interfaces essentially use a single bi-directional data pin and a clock pin.
Furthermore, for DAP and LPD, there are also
variants that use multiple data pins. DAP in
wide mode, for example, uses an additional
pin and thus doubles the data rate. Even in the
two-pin variant, DAP impresses with its performance. Data can be transferred between the
debugger and the target at a maximum rate
of 160 MHz, which ultimately corresponds
to a data rate of up to 15 Mbyte/s for block
transfers. Infineon has created a very special
solution, the single-pin DAP (SPD), which
requires only one pin and is based on encoding the clock in the data signal. Although this
approach results in lower speeds, SPD is in
particular suitable for transmitting debug signals over CAN.
cJTAG, which is backward compatible to
JTAG, offers some interesting additional features such as support of multiple test access
ports (TAPs) and power management. As
a result, it is better suited for multicore and
multiprocessor systems.
Multiprocessor systems are also a focus
of ARM. The new SWD protocol version 2,
which was introduced with the CoreSight
SoC-600 specification, allows the so-called
multi-drop architecture which addresses
November 2018
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accessible. And expensive specialized hardware
on the target side and on the tool side needed
for debug access could be replaced by cost-efficient standard components and IP blocks that
already exist anyway. Among the disadvantages
is that fewer interfaces may eventually be available for the actual application. In addition, the
application itself must take over the initialization in order to open the functional interfaces
for the debug channel.
The debug system on the chip is even more
important than the debug interfaces. This is
because the capabilities of system observation
and control rely entirely on them, that is to
say, what the debugger software can achieve
on the PC in the end. The debug infrastructure, also often referred to as on-chip debug
system, has two basic tasks.

Figure 1. Use of a dedicated debug interface by the example of Infineon DAP and the Universal
Access Device 2pro from PLS. A 10-pin standard connector is used which provides, besides the
DAP signals, also further pins for reset, I/O voltage and ground.
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

STATIC DEVELOPMENT FEATURES

Read or write user registers and memory in debug
mode

�

�

�

�

Single-step instruction in user mode and re-enter debug
mode

�

�

�

�

Enter / exit a debug mode from / to user mode

�

�

�

�

Stop program execution on instruction/data breakpoint
and enter debug mode (minimum 2 breakpoints)

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT FEATURES

Ability to set breakpoint or watchpoint

�

Read or write memory locations while program runs in
real time

Figure 2. Extract from the Nexus Compliance Classes. Static development features are available
while the target is halted, and dynamic development features are available also while the target is
running.
multiple processors in a multiprocessor system via a single debug interface. Besides the
approaches described, there have also been
efforts in recent years, if possible, to avoid
dedicated debug interfaces completely in
order to save costs. Instead, functional interfaces such as, for example, CAN, Ethernet or
USB should be used for debugging, because
these are mostly already available on the chip.
For data transfer via the CAN bus, for example,
the single-pin DAP (SPD) already mentioned
is suitable. This has led to the development of
DAP over CAN Physical Layer (DXCPL). Due
to the low speed of CAN, the achievable transfer speed is only 10 to 40 KByte/s. DXCPL is
therefore used primarily for debugging in the
field when the actual debug interface is no
longer accessible, for example, by the housing
of an electronic control unit (ECU).
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Another interesting alternative could be
the use of other standardized interfaces, for
example, from the area of calibration. A working group of the Association for Standardization of Automation and Measuring Systems
(ASAM) is currently pursuing the goal of
utilizing the Universal Measurement and Calibration Protocol (XCP) ‒ which so far has
been used exclusively to connect ECUs with
calibration systems ‒ for debugging as well.
This approach will, in future, make it possible
to debug ECU software under real and even
extreme conditions.
ARM SoC-600 goes much further. With this
technology, in future debugging will be possible using almost any functional interface. The
advantages include the following. Debugging
could then still be carried out in the field when
traditional debug interfaces are no longer
40

Firstly providing target information, such as
memory and register contents or the status.
Of course, it should be possible for the developer to modify them. Secondly
control of program execution on the target.
This includes breaking and restarting the
application triggered by the debugger, as well
as single-step operation and hardware breakpoints.
As in the case of interfaces, the debug infrastructure is also highly vendor- and architecture-specific. Ultimately, however, the
debugger ensures that the developer hardly
has to worry about it.
The only real standard to be highlighted here
is Nexus (IEEE-ISTO 5001). The Nexus standard defines four compliance classes – each
with a fixed set of debug functions – where
each higher class also contains all functions
defined by the lower class. To ensure compliance with a particular class, the chip vendor
must implement at least the debug functions
required by that class. Whereby the two basic
tasks described above are already covered
by Nexus Class 1 criteria. Nexus-compliant
implementations can be found primarily in
Power Architecture based controllers from
NXP and STMicroelectronics, but also Renesas relies on Nexus for some of the RH850
devices.
A complete debug IP with breakpoints,
watchpoints (breakpoints for data accesses),
read and write of memory contents by the
debugger while the system is running, trace
and cross-triggering functionality etc is provided by ARM with its previously mentioned
CoreSight. However, which functions from
the CoreSight kit are available in the actual
chip depends on the respective semiconductor vendor who is licensing the ARM IP. The
semiconductor vendor has a high degree of
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Figure 3. System overview of the ARM CoreSight debug and trace infrastructure. CoreSight
defines components for target access and traditional stop-go debugging as well as for cross-triggering
and trace.

Figure 4. With Infineon OCDS Trigger Switch, the debugger can implement quasi-synchronous
breaking and restarting of multiple cores. Which cores, for example, should halt at the same time
at a breakpoint can be defined by configuration of the trigger lines.
freedom in configuring its implementation.
Customer requirements certainly play a role
here, but cost is the most important factor.

of cross-trigger mechanism has been added,
which is here referred to as OCDS Trigger
Switch.

On-Chip Debug Support (OCDS), which
is used for Infineon architectures (TriCore,
C16x and successors), is completely proprietary. Support for breakpoints, data breakpoints (at least for data addresses) and access
to memory and registers at runtime for the
debug tools are, of course, also provided here.
Furthermore, with the AURIX family, a kind

It is in the nature of things that in all on-chip
debug systems the number of available hardware breakpoints is limited. After all, these
are nothing more than address comparators
for code addresses and, if available, also for
data addresses and thus real hardware units. If
one of the comparators signals a hit, a debug
action, for example a HALT signal, is trig-
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gered. The configuration of the comparators
is hidden to the user by the debugger, so that
at the end he can simply put a breakpoint in a
certain line of the code. If all hardware breakpoints have already been used, software breakpoints can be used instead. Primarily these are
realized by a technique called code patching:
the machine instruction at the desired breakpoint location is temporarily replaced by a
special breakpoint instruction or sometimes
also by an illegal instruction. A trap triggered
by the execution of this instruction can be
caught by the debugger, the code patch is
undone and the user gets offered the halted
system. However, this only works if the code
is executed from RAM, because only there can
a code patch be done easily. For flash located
applications the effort involved is much
higher. Complete flash regions would need to
be reprogrammed at the cost of lifetime of the
flash memory. In that case it is a good idea to
get along with the actually available hardware
breakpoints.
With the introduction of multicore into
embedded systems, there was, of course, at
the same time a need for extended debug
functions. Especially the run control – breaking, stepping and starting – deserves special
attention here. Depending on the application,
several cores have to be synchronized with
each other so that, for example, halting them
at the same time at a breakpoint is possible.
Due to the significant differences between the
clock frequencies of the cores and the speed
of the debug interfaces, external synchronization by the debugger does not lead to the
desired result. The signaling that, for example,
all cores should halt simultaneously needs to
take place directly on the chip. The already
previously mentioned cross-triggering is
responsible for this. Due to signal delays, different clock frequencies and clock domains
of the individual cores and also the pipelines,
latencies can however never be ruled out. For
example, breaking, single-stepping or starting
again of multiple cores is only quasi-synchronous, whereby the slippage, with a few clock
cycles or instruction cycles, is low.
Debugging of multicore applications is, of
course, a real art and places the highest
demands on the debug infrastructure, on the
debugger and, last but not least, on the user.
At the very least, this is where “printf ” has no
place anymore. n
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The future for OPC UA, TSN,
and Industrial Ethernet in Industry 4.0
By Volker E. Goller, Analog Devices

This article provides
some background information
about the question: what role will
OPC UA, TSN, and classic Industrial
Ethernet systems play in the future?


OPC

UA forms a universal application
interface through its address space, whereas
TSN adds real-time capabilities to standard
Ethernet and enables gigabit data speeds.
Thus, it makes sense to combine the two technologies via a publish/subscribe (pub/sub)
model, but there are also other possibilities
for industrial communications in the context
of Industry 4.0.
To clarify the role of OPC UA, I would like
to quote Stefan Hoppe, vice president of the
OPC Foundation: “OPC UA is not a protocol;
it is an information model.” By that, he means
that OPC UA is first and foremost an information model. Of course, there is also a protocol for connecting clients and servers, but its
strength lies in the address space, and this is
what makes OPC UA a universal application
interface.
The flexibility allows existing user interfaces
- the profiles of the industrial Ethernet protocols - to be mapped to OPC UA. Hence,
now nearly every profile in an Industrial
Ethernet protocol is either already represented in the OPC UA address space or
work is underway to accomplish this. OPC
UA has not yet specified these profiles (I/O,
November 2018

drive, safety, etc), but this will probably
change. In the framework of Industry 4.0, it
is being viewed as a lingua franca that holds
great promise for the future.
In contrast, TSN is an extension of IEEE-802.1
Ethernet with an entire series of new possibilities aimed at making the Ethernet more
deterministic and real-time capable. Because
TSN-capable hardware will be expected from
numerous manufacturers in the future, it can
also be viewed as the democratization of realtime communications. Nearly every protocol
could gain real-time capabilities with TSN.
Against this backdrop, a pub/sub working
group was established with the aim of specifying a real-time capable transport protocol for
OPC UA with the help of TSN.
This would make OPC UA real-time capable
and a potential alternative to Industrial Ethernet protocols. For the level above the classic PLC, it would be very welcome in light
of the fact that controllers from different
manufacturers would be able to interact in
real-time with OPC UA. TSN can also give
OPC UA a guaranteed bandwidth in the network, and hence greater robustness than is
currently possible.
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However, pub/sub is not the only way to marry
OPC UA and real-time. Efforts are also being
made to develop an OPC UA model for DDS
- a widespread, proven real-time protocol. This
would enable operation of distributed systems
with DDS/TSN and use of OPC UA as an application interface. It remains to be seen what will
happen. But classic Industrial Ethernet protocols are not going to disappear. Some will continue to exist in a different form (as profiles or
profile families in OPC UA) and others will be
based on TSN in the future. Classic fieldbuses
will be superseded by Ethernet.
To state it clearly once again, TSN does not
automatically imply OPC UA. They are two
completely independent technologies. OPC
UA can play a major role in networking of
controllers (controller-to-controller). Pub/
sub with TSN is advantageous here; whether
it can also play a role at the field level has
yet to be proven, because OPC UA is not a
small stack, at least not if you want to make
use of all the advantages. I would say that
all user organizations are responding to the
TSN opportunity. It promises a greater selection of hardware, especially infrastructure
components, as well as a way of achieving
higher speeds - that is, 1 Gbps and higher.
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Ultimately, we will see Profinet TSN, as well as EtherNet/IP over TSN
and OPC UA pub/sub. To get below a cycle time of 250µs at 100 Mbps,
the established Industrial Ethernet protocols are going to have to make
significant modifications to standard Ethernet.
The IEEE is not well disposed towards nonstandard approaches such
as the summation frame protocols on which, for example, EtherCATand even Sercos are based. It is not likely that these extensions will be
incorporated into the TSN standard. TSN will reach the limit defined
by the IEEE for 250µs at 100 Mbps - at least as long as true parallel
operation with standard TCP/IP applications has to work. For shorter
cycle times, the road to 1 Gbps is open. 1 Gbps (and above) is a logical
progression of today’s networking. Will it take the place of 100 Mbps?
Not everywhere, but 1 Gbps allows for new applications and enables
the performance bottlenecks that occur today with data-intensive
applications to be overcome.
Safety normally makes use of the black channel principle. It is defined
above the actual communications protocols. However, reliability of the
communications channel is a factor in safety calculations. TSN is not
going to become less reliable than today’s systems are. TSN adds deterministic real time to standard Ethernet. In many cases, different protocols coexist in one and the same cable. TSN enables robust parallel
existence of real-time and best-effort TCP/IP in one cable. But TSN is
not a new Industrial Ethernet protocol. It is a unified extension that
adds real-time capabilities to standard Ethernet. The advantages have
already been laid out: hardware availability, unified infrastructure, and
speed-independent definition. Scalable, standardized hardware and
infrastructure promise cost reductions and unified know-how. n
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Product News

Solid

Sands: SuperTest helps Peloton enhance ‘big-rig’ safety
and fuel efficiency
Peloton Technology knows the importance of software system safety.
It’s deploying advanced vehicle-to-vehicle communication and control technologies to platoon one truck behind another at a constant
distance of around 20 meters, without relying on the rear truck driver’s reaction times to avert collisions if the front truck needs to brake
suddenly or an overtaking vehicle cuts in. The benefit of platooning is simple: slipstreaming one truck behind another reduces both
truck’s fuel consumption by a combined figure of around 7%. For
a trucking industry that spends upwards of 80 billion dollars a year
on fuel in the US alone, that amounts to spectacular savings. But as
Peloton’s VP of Marketing Rod McLane points out, when it comes to
market acceptance, it all starts with safety.
News ID 6514

AbsInt announces Phaedrus Systems as UK distributor
AbsInt provides cutting-edge development tools for embedded
systems with a focus on validation, verification, and certification
of safety-critical software. Phaedrus Systems supports engineers
at all stages of embedded safety-critical and high-integrity projects.
The Key AbsInt tools listed below will ensure reliable and robust
software that usually means less expensive and faster development
cycles.
News ID 6527
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Combination of Yocto and Qt
creates future-proof embedded systems
By Christoph Kutzera, Garz & Fricke

The programming of embedded
systems on an industrial scale makes
particular demands of development.
Ultimately, software products
should be highly individual and
performant while at the same time
flexible and comprehensible.
The GNU/Linux-based framework
Yocto offers a solution here
in combination with Qt.


Limited

computing power, special interfaces and high demands on reliability make
the programming of embedded systems
demanding. Essentially, developers have the
choice between various Linux-based systems – excluding of course other more seldom-used base systems. However, off-the-peg
systems only prove to be suitable in rare cases
or increase production costs considerably.
Other solutions have to be sought, such as
Yocto. This enables tailor-made software to be
created that not only does justice to the high
demands placed on embedded systems, but
can also be reproduced exactly even years later
and thus securely maintained and developed
further over the entire lifecycle.
The Yocto Project is collaboratively maintained under the umbrella of the Linux Foundation and is actively used and supported by
prominent major players in the industry such
as Intel, NXP and Texas Instruments. Here
Yocto needs to be seen as a toolbox for individual GNU/Linux-based operating systems.
In addition to the tools for creating the system,
Yocto contains sample recipes. These are templates for the software creation and configuration. The special feature is that the recipes are
organized as a layer system. Different configurations that are each relevant for hardware,
specific applications or even only for specific
components can be readily separated from
one another. As a result, Yocto can be used to
create individual, adapted Linux distributions
– hence specific combinations of kernel, libraries and applications. This means that developNovember 2018

Figure 1. System and application
developers work on separate
levels. With the aid of the build
system by Yocto, the parts are put
together for the finished image of
the target system.
(Source: Yocto Project / Garz &Fricke)

ers are not restricted to individual systems but
instead are able to manage entire platforms in
addition to the necessary software landscape.
Linux inherently supports a great variety of
different processor architectures, chip sets
and mainboards and can thus be employed on
numerous target platforms. One of the great
benefits is that the platform developer can
configure use of the available resources such
as computing time and working memory very
finely and precisely with the aid of Yocto and
numerous compiler switches to obtain a performant overall system.

the optimizations in matters of standby and
energy consumption into its Yocto framework,
where they will continue to be maintained for
future projects as well. Work with Yocto offers
yet another benefit: a high level of traceability in the case of adaptations and modifications. The comprehensive release notes with
the detailed list of software and licenses used
are particularly helpful in gaining medical
approval, for example, also because the auditors ascertain at a glance which software or
software components are contained in which
version of the finished system.

One example of the high level of optimization that is possible with Yocto can be seen
in a medical product for which the Hamburg-based microelectronics specialist Garz
& Fricke supplied a complete human-machine interface. In addition to the touch display, an HMI also requires an appropriate
single-board computer (SBC). Initially the
standard product Santino LT was involved.
However, this was adapted with particular
regard to the energy demand. As the finished
medical product should be able to operate
completely independently from the electricity mains for periods of hours up to days, the
Deep Sleep and Standby modes had to function perfectly – yet neither of these is trivial.
Implementation requires a detailed knowledge of the hardware in order, for example, to
switch loads off and on again as well as set the
correct voltages. Not only the customer from
medical technology was able to benefit from
the adaptations. Garz & Fricke also adopted

Companies avoid whenever possible the
dreaded situation of being locked in, in other
words being committed to only one manufacturer, which can only be resolved at very
great expense. However, there is little fear of
this with Yocto. After all other hardware manufacturers also supply adapted Yocto versions
as well, which contain the necessary individualized configurations and – in some cases proprietary – drivers. Another factor in favour of
Yocto is that, if need be, the target platform
can be exchanged at reasonable expense so
that the costs of changing do not break the
budget. The developer can remain in the customary software environment. Starting up
with Yocto does require some work though.
Fundamental configurations and the necessary tools such as compiler and linker are part
of the Yocto package and are loaded subsequently during the first usage. In particular
the comprehensive documentation contained
as well as templates for beginners facilitate the
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Figure 2. Qt Creator in design mode with external graphics inserted. The tool generates the
necessary code automatically
(Source: Garz & Fricke)

start immensely. Manufacturers such as Garz
& Fricke additionally give the customer best
practice examples relevant to operation and
step-by-step instructions. This approach and
use of Yocto by system and application developers differs (figure 1). In both cases, they
can use a wide range of languages and frameworks. Yocto offers the appropriate basis for
translating the software sources from the bottom up. System developers will load the pure
Yocto from the website of the software project together with additional components as
necessary to match the hardware deployed, or
they can also access an already adapted Yocto
environment from the chip manufacturer. In
contrast, application developers make use of
prepared or adapted versions from the device
manufacturers which have been created by
their own system developers.
Configurations in Yocto are stored in what are
called recipes. These recipes can be backed up
and recovered and thus guarantee reproducibility even after many years. The recipes contain
configurations that control how the software
components are constructed. Garz & Fricke,
for instance, therefore supplies a so-called
board support package with every board that
makes all recipes available to the developer in
a completely open form. Embedded systems
specialists thus enable their customers to integrate further software libraries and their own
applications directly into the build process, or
reconfigure and compile the kernel with only a
few adaptations. This is where a major benefit
of Yocto over conventional GNU/Linux distributions pays off. The changes made by system
developers remain traceable. They can freeze
the software project at a defined status. Even
years later a project such as this can be resumed
and developed further, such as in cases when
security vulnerabilities must be eradicated.

With a conventional distribution in these cases
it is quite feasible that libraries and tools will
have already evolved to such an extent that it is
impossible to edit what is seen as ancient software from this advanced perspective, let alone
translate it. In the field of embedded systems,
which like vending machines or cash register systems have significantly longer lifecycles
than a desktop system, this is an absolute no-go.
Yocto preserves, as it were, all recipes as well as
the development path to the finished binary
image in such a way that when the preserved
item is unpacked again, the desired binary can
be recreated with only one command.
The Qt framework has turned out to be the
suited partner in the design and programming of the graphic user interface for Garz
& Fricke as well as customers and partners.
At the same time, it is very fitting that Qt is
among those involved in the Yocto project.
Work with Qt based on Yocto usually starts
with the Qt Creator, a development environment primarily for the programming of
graphic user interfaces (GUI) with C++. Since
Qt5, it has been possible to program based
on QML and in some cases even HTML. Qt
Creator opens three ways of programming
for developers. One the one hand, they can
of course write source code directly. Alternatively, they can use a so-called WYSIWYG
editor, which in the case of QT is UI Designer.
Here developers order graphic and other elements directly and see what they obtain: a user
interface nested in several layers with underlying program logic (figure 2). In a third option
for creating the GUI, UI Designer enables
templates from other applications such as
the image processing program Photoshop to
be imported and developed further into the
GUI. Many developers combine these three
options. GUI developers do not necessarily
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meet with the actual operating system. This
declarative programming in QML enables
the interfaces to be described intuitively. Scaling is supported in this process, which makes
developing more flexible because it is no longer necessary to define every element exactly
to the nearest pixel from the outset. Furthermore, graphics and video are very well supported, which greatly simplifies embedding
into the graphic user interface. Added to this
is OpenGL support, so that, with a suitable
board and graphics chip, the display of the
GUI, effects and animations as well as videos
benefit from hardware acceleration. During
development, Qt Creator helps developers
with extensive opportunities for debugging
and optimization. In this way, it is possible to
integrate tests into the development. Furthermore, the development environment allows
the program run to be stopped at any time or
at defined points. To achieve the best possible
display performance, Creator provides analytical tools to help developers identify heavyweight elements or unnecessary iterations.
Another example from practical applications
shows how Qt simplifies the work of the
developer. A machine that Garz & Fricke were
to equip with displays including control system was originally planned with two screens.
Despite the existence of a functioning prototype, a decision was made to dispense with
one of the displays. Instead of having to restart
the software and GUI development, the developers were able to implement the change in
concept to just one screen inside a very short
time within the existing software project.
During this process, the changes to specific
output graphics accounted for the greatest
share. The necessary adjustments to layout,
on-screen instructions and control logic were
able to take place swiftly thanks to the good
programming model in Qt and QML.
Qt uses dual licensing, which is something
that companies should note. Basically, the
entire framework is open source and is subject to the LGPLv3. Accompanying this is the
fact that the person using Qt is subject to certain obligations. One of these obligations is
that Qt cannot be compiled statically into the
system binary but instead can only be dynamically linked. If it is to be integrated statically,
the entire source code of the binary also must
be disclosed. Furthermore, it must be possible for the buyer to carry out changes in the
software components subject to (L)GPL v3.
However, this is precisely what users should
not be able to do under certain circumstances
so as, for example, to guarantee the function
of the product or maintain company secrets.
In such a case, the company involved in development can make use of a commercial Qt
licence, which then releases it from this and
other obligations. n
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HCC: fail-safe

FTL for NAND to include
deterministic operation
HCC Embedded has extended its existing
flash translation layer (FTL) solution for
NAND with the addition of deterministic execution control. Engineers integrating NAND
flash into safety-based systems in automotive,
aerospace, and industrial applications can use
HCC’s SafeFTL to ensure stable and predictable operation of the NAND flash. HCC’s new
deterministic SafeFTL has been fully verified
both in simulated environments and on real
NAND flash arrays.
News ID 6602

COMSOL

releases COMSOL Multiphysics
version 5.4
COMSOL announces the latest version of
COMSOL Multiphysics Version 5.4, which in
addition to two new products provides performance improvements and additional modeling tools. The latest version of COMSOL
Multiphysics features COMSOL Compiler,
giving specialists the freedom to distribute
their simulation applications through executable files, and the Composite Materials Module for layered structures analysis.
News ID 6590

Mouser

stocking Arduino MKR VIDOR
4000 development board
Mouser Electronics is now stocking the MKR
VIDOR 4000 development board from Arduino. The MKR VIDOR 4000 lets engineers
essentially create their own controller board,
boasting an array of robust hardware plus
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity on top of
an Intel Cyclone 10 FPGA and Microchip
SAM D21 microcontroller.
News ID 6516

SEGGER: new

beta version of Embedded
Studio reduces program size by up to 12%
SEGGER just released a new beta version of
its powerful cross-platform development software “Embedded Studio”. The new version
focuses on program size reduction, achieving an amazing 5 to 12% on typical applications over the previous version, and even
higher gains compared to GCC tool chains.
These savings are the result of the new LinkTime Optimization, combined with SEGGER’s Linker and Run-time library emLib-C.
LTO combines all input object files into one
module and optimizes the entire application,
opening the door for optimizations not available to the compiler itself.
News ID 6598

T Parasoft

partners with Infosys
Parasoft announced a strategic partnership
with Infosys, a global leader in consulting,
technology, and next-generation services. The
partnership enables Infosys’ clients to achieve
reduced time-to-market by leveraging ParaNovember 2018

soft’s comprehensive automated software testing tool suite, ensuring quality at each stage of
the SDLC. Parasoft focuses on helping organization scale their test automation practice,
including tools for static analysis and unit
testing for Java, C/C++, and .NET development, security testing, API testing, and service
virtualization.
News ID 6550

Teledyne

LeCroy launches 10- and 15-GHz
TDRs
Teledyne LeCroy launched Teledyne Test
Tools (T3), a branded portfolio that adds a
comprehensive range of test equipment to
the Teledyne LeCroy product offering. Teledyne LeCroy’s two new TDRs, the T3SP10D
(10 GHz) and T3SP15D (15 GHz), offer customers a ground-breaking combination of
portability, reliability, and functionality at a
cost-effective price point. The T3SP10D (10
GHz) and T3SP15D (15 GHz) TDRs stimulate the DUT with true differential and common-mode signals. This unique combination
enables designers of high-speed data channels,
test engineers, and field technicians to precisely locate impedance discontinuities that
can adversely affect a data signal’s rise times,
pulse width, timing, jitter and noise content,
resulting in degradation of overall system reliability and functionality.
News ID 6554

Garz

& Fricke becomes official
Qt Distributor
Garz & Fricke is now an official distributor
of The Qt Company and can offer the commercial licenses of the Qt product portfolio
bundled with their embedded HMI boards.
Customers can take advantage of this partnership as they get consulting from Qt experts
and Garz & Fricke system specialists right
from the project start and throughout the
design and development phase. This partnership allows intense cooperation between
all parties involved in a project, thereby an
optimized technical support can be offered to
address complex technical challenges of customers.
News ID 6537

IAR

supports secure Arm Cortex-M33
MCUs from ST
IAR Systems will provide early support for
the new STMicroelectronics’ STM32L5 series
in IAR Embedded Workbench for Arm. Built
on Arm TrustZone technology for hardware-based security, the STM32L5 series
adds further functionality including flexible
software isolation, secure boot, key storage,
and hardware cryptographic accelerators. In
addition, the series provides ultra-low-power
technology enabling long run times powered
by coin cells or energy harvesting.
News ID 6604
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and Lauterbach: development
solution for software debugging over
the XCP protocol
Vector and Lauterbach are offering an integrated solution for ECU software development based on the new ASAM standard
“Software Debugging over XCP”. It eliminates the need to repeatedly switch between
hardware for measurement, calibration, and
debugging. The ECU debug connector can
be a challenge to access in the vehicle and
does not lend itself to the frequent disconnect/reconnects necessary when switching
between MC and debug tools. By working
together, Vector and Lauterbach are responding to the requirement of the automotive
industry for concurrent use of the interface,
and they are providing uniform access to
the ECU for measurement, calibration and
debugging purposes.
News ID 6581

Express

Logic: cloud support to include
AWS Greengrass
Express Logic announced turnkey integration with Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Greengrass software, extending the current
direct X-Ware IoT Platform support for
AWS. Express Logic’s X-Ware IoT Platform
is the industrial-grade alternative for AWS
Greengrass customers who must quickly
and easily develop devices and applications
that connect to and are managed by AWS
Services. The X-Ware IoT Platform was created entirely in house and designed from the
ground up to be industrial grade.
News ID 6575

SINTRONES: fanless

box computer for
deep learning AI operations
SINTRONES unveils its brand new ABOX5200 Fanless Box Computer designed for
a variety of demanding environments and
application in surveillance and field control systems. With new Intel Coffee Lake 8th
Gen technology’s outstanding performance,
ABOX-5200 can effectively support autonomous vehicles, factory automation and license
plate recognition.
News ID 6509

ROHM: automotive

grade buck DC/DC
converters contribute to safe assisted
driving
ROHM announced the availability of the BD9S
series (BD9S400MUF-C, BD9S300MUF-C,
BD9S200MUF-C,
BD9S100NUX-C,
BD9S000NUX-C). This series of automotive
synchronous secondary buck DC/DC converters have a high reliability and low power
consumption in a compact form factor with
a temperature range of -40 to +125°C. The
products are offered in a leadless package with
wettable flanks.
News ID 6540


CUI: absolute

encoder series adds
multi-turn output option
CUI’s Motion Group announced that its
AMT21 series of absolute modular encoders has added models with multi-turn output capability. Offering 12 bits or 14 bits of
absolute position information, the multi-turn
AMT21 series implements a 14-bit signed
number turns counter for applications rotating beyond 360 degrees. These features provide users with the ability to keep track of
position even during power down conditions,
while the turns counter can be maintained via
a battery backup, eliminating the need for a
homing sequence.
News ID 6605

Renesas: bidirectional

synchronous
buck-boost controllers for batterypowered applications
Renesas Electronics announced an innovative new family of bidirectional four-switch
synchronous buck-boost controllers. The
ISL81601 and ISL81401 are true bidirectional controllers that sense peak current at
both ends and provide cycle-by-cycle current
limit in both directions while in buck or boost
mode. The controllers generate point-of-load
and voltage rail conversions with peak efficiency up to 99 percent.
News ID 6572

Portwell: KUBE-3100

box-PC meets
requirements of demanding applications
Mitwell, a Portwell subsidiary, announces the
launch of the KUBE-3100, which comes in
a robust fan-less design and features the latest Intel Atom processor N3350 with up to
8GB (DDR3L 1866) of memory. The KUBE3100 benefits from approximately 30% more
processing power and 45% more graphics
performance compared to the previous processor generation and provides the high-performance Intel Gen9 graphics with up to 18
execution units and support up to three independent high-resolution 4k displays via 2x DP
and LVDS which can be used for Panel PC
integration
News ID 6606

Rohde

& Schwarz and Spirent announce
collaboration for TC8 Automotive
Ethernet testing
Rohde & Schwarz and Spirent announced a
new partnership to provide an unrivaled, fully
integrated test solution, offering full coverage
of both the physical and protocol layers for
automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU test specifications. As members of the OPEN Alliance (OnePair Ether-Net) Special Interest Group (SIG),
both companies have been working closely
with the industry and have joined forces to
develop tailored solutions to address the challenges that the emerging technologies bring.
News ID 6580
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DATA

MODUL: ultra slim SBCs expand
possible applications
DATA MODUL reacts to the constantly
increasing demand for faster, more efficient
and, at the same time, well-designed boards
with their own ultra slim SBC development,
the eDM-SBC-iMX6-PPC. In sensitive sectors such as medicine, these SBCs are used
particularly frequently, as they are generally
more vibration and shock resistant than module-based systems. With the SBC form factor, especially designed for slim PPCs, DATA
MODUL is standardizing ARM boards for the
first time, as these allow the slim implementation of particularly popular display formats
such as 7’’, 10.1’’ 12’’ and 15.6’’. Standard kits,
consisting of display, the easyTouch sensor,
also developed by DATA MODUL, controller
and corresponding cabling, also only require
short lead times.
News ID 6515
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